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Abstract 
The electromyogram (EMG) signal is desired to be used as a control signal for applications such as multifunction 

prostheses, wheelchair navigation, gait generation, grasping control, virtual keyboards, and gesture-based interfaces 

[25]. Several research studies have attempted to relate the electromyogram (EMG) activity of the forearm muscles to 

the mechanical activity of the wrist, hand and/or fingers [41], [42], [43].  A primary interest is for EMG control of 

powered upper-limb prostheses and rehabilitation orthotics. Existing commercial EMG-controlled devices are limited to 

rudimentary control capabilities of either discrete states (e.g. hand close/open), or one degree of freedom proportional 

control [4], [36]. Classification schemes for discriminating between hand/wrist functions and individual finger 

movements have demonstrated accuracy up to 95%  [38], [39], [29].  These methods may provide for increased amputee 

function, though continuous control of movement is not generally achieved.  

This thesis considered proportional control via EMG-based estimation of finger forces with the goal of identifying 

whether multiple degrees of freedom of proportional control information are available from the surface EMG of the 

forearm. Electromyogram (EMG) activity from the extensor and flexor muscles of the forearm was sensed with bipolar 

surface electrodes and related to the force produced at the four fingertips during constant-posture, slowly force-varying 

contractions from 20 healthy subjects. The contractions ranged between 30% maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) 

extension and 30% MVC flexion. EMG amplitude sampling rate, least squares regularization, linear vs. nonlinear models 

and number of electrodes used in the system identification were studied.  

Results are supportive that multiple degrees of freedom of proportional control information are available from the 

surface EMG of the forearm, at least in healthy subjects.  An EMG amplitude sampling frequency of 4.096 Hz was found 

to produce models which allowed for good EMG amplitude estimates.  Least squares regularization with a pseudo-

inverse tolerance of 0.055 resulted in significant improvement in modeling results, with an average error of 4.69% MVC–

6.59% MVC (maximum voluntary contraction). Increasing polynomial order did not significantly improve modeling 

results.  Results from smaller electrode arrays remained fairly good with as few as six electrodes, with the average 

%MVC error ranging from 5.13%–7.01% across the four fingers. This study also identified challenges in the current 

experimental study design and subsequent system identification when EMG-force modeling is performed with four 

fingers simultaneously.  Methods to compensate for these issues have been proposed in this thesis. 
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1 Introduction 
The primary muscles used to flex and extend the fingers reside within the forearm. Hence, many upper limb amputees 

retain control of these muscles, even though they are no longer attached to the fingers. These muscles can still contract, 

producing electrical activity (electromyogram or EMG) that can be sensed at the surface of the skin. There is emerging 

evidence that the electrical activity of these remnant muscles can be used to control detailed movement of novel hand 

prostheses [1].  Existing commercial hand prostheses are mostly limited to one function – opening and closing. The 

ability to control multiple functions of multiple fingers at one time is strongly desired by amputees. The EMG of the 

remnant forearm muscles provides a possible manner to achieve this control. 

Similarly, people who experience a stroke can lose some of their ability to move their fingers, hand, and wrist. We are 

developing a powered orthotic device that is worn as an exoskeleton over the arm [2]. One of its prime functions is to 

assist a weakened hand in various movement and gripping tasks. Our target population for this orthotic is stroke 

patients who retain some partial voluntary finger movement. In that case, the forearm muscles again produce EMG 

when the fingers are flexed or extended. Our goal is to sense the EMG activity and use it to command the powered 

orthotic to assist in the patient’s movement or gripping task. The device could also be used as a rehabilitation aid. 

For both of these application goals, we are measuring the forearm EMG and relating it to the forces produced in the 

fingers, hand, and wrist. Hence, this experiment will record EMG from several conventional electrodes placed around 

the circumference of the forearm and relate that electrical activity to the forces produced in the fingers, hand, and wrist. 

This work is completed on healthy, intact subjects, but can be extended to amputee and stroke populations in the 

future. We anticipate scientific advances in EMG-to-force processing that are applicable to both applications. 
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1.1 Project Motivation 
When muscles contract, they emit an electrical signal that can be detected by electrodes placed on the surface of the 

skin. If electromyogram (EMG) signals from the forearm can be sufficiently detected and processed to form high 

performing proportional relationships with hand/wrist forces, these models could benefit at least two applications: the 

control of prosthetic hands/wrists and the control of orthoses used for stroke rehabilitation. 

Nearly two million people in the United States are living with limb loss [3], with partial hand amputation being the most 

prevalent.  As much as 70% of all upper limb amputations are distal to the elbow [4]. Many upper limb amputees can 

still control their remnant forearm muscles, producing muscular contractions and therefore electrical activity. 

Preliminary work by Liu et al. [1] showed promising results that electrical activity in the forearm may be used to estimate 

forces applied at the fingertips. 

In most clinical applications, EMG signals are acquired using bipolar electrodes oriented parallel to muscle fibers [5].  The 

magnitude and slope of these signals (among other possible features) is then used as a control signal for the prosthesis. 

However, commercially available myoelectric prostheses provide extremely limited functionality to amputees, offering 

either discrete state recognition (open/close hand) or one degree of freedom of control and requiring multiple 

independent EMG control sites. This functionality is a limitation for daily activities, and the ability to control individual 

fingers is strongly desired by amputees. 

Stroke affects 795,000 people annually in the United States [6] with approximately 80% of stroke survivors suffering 

from weakened limbs/hands [2]. Repetitive task practice, a therapy in which typical tasks (e.g. drinking from a glass) are 

broken down to smaller parts which patients complete repeatedly, has been shown to improve motor function for both 

subacute and chronic stroke patients [7], [8]. Repetitive task practice is especially effective when used in conjunction 

with robotic technologies [9], [10], [11], [12]. This kind of therapy typically occurs in clinical settings, but the desire is for 

it to take place in the home [2]. 

The WPI AIM lab is developing a soft exoskeleton glove that can be used for rehabilitation and assistive grasping for 

those suffering from stroke or with physical disabilities [2]. This glove will support forearm-EMG controlled active 

assistance, active resistance, and preprogrammed motions.   

The relationship between surface EMG and torque has been studied extensively in the elbow (e.g., E.A. Clancy), but little 

has been done to examine the relationship between the surface EMG and forces generated at the fingertips [13], [14], 

[2].  The promising results obtained by Liu et al. [1] in combination with the need for more dexterous hand/wrist 

prosthetics and orthoses are the driving forces behind this research. We aimed to develop EMG signal processing 

methods for the hand/wrist that increase the functionality of these devices. 
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1.2 Thesis Contribution 
This research focused on developing signal processing methods that increased the functionality of prostheses worn by 

amputees, as well as rehabilitation orthoses worn by stroke victims during rehabilitation. In each case, this thesis 

investigated the relationship between forearm electrical activity and forces exerted by the fingertips.   

To achieve this relationship, flexor and extensor EMG signals from the forearm were collected on 20 healthy subjects 

during constant-posture slowly force varying contractions.  Subjects had no known neuromuscular deficits of their right 

hand, arm, or shoulder. Contraction trials ranged between 30% maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) flexion and 30% 

MVC extension, and EMG signals were acquired using 12 bipolar surface EMG electrode amplifiers mounted 

circumferentially around the forearm. Force was collected using a 100 pound load cell in contact with the fingertips.  A 

model was developed to relate EMG amplitude to forces in the fingertips and model performance was compared across 

all 20 subjects.  

Deliverables of this thesis include: 

 A large (N=20 dataset (EMG and force recordings) in the forearm/fingers to facilitate the development of signal 

processing methods for increased dexterity in prosthetics and orthotics, comprised of: 

o Slowly force-varying contractions of each of four fingers. 

o Force-varying contractions of each of four fingers (1 Hz bandwidth). 

o A dataset for classification of various hand grips/wrist contractions. 

o Additional data related to contraction of multiple fingers at the same time. 

 A model used to relate forearm extension/flexion EMG amplitudes during slowly force varying contractions to 

forces in the fingertips. 

 Characterization of model performance vs. the number of electrodes used. 

o Specifically, identification of the best electrodes sets per subject for electrode sets of sizes 6-12. 
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2 Background 
This chapter provides general background information relevant to the contribution this thesis makes to the field. The 

electromyogram (EMG) signal is detailed from its origin to its recording and signal processing techniques. It begins with a 

brief discussion of electrical activity in the muscles and the EMG signal. An overview of the methods of signal processing 

and the subsequent uses of EMG signals, especially in the control of prosthetics and assistive rehabilitation devices, is 

provided.  

2.1 Origin of the EMG Signal  
Body movement is a result of muscle contraction [15].  As shown in Figure 1, the type of contraction depends on the 

muscle tension (force exerted on an object) and load (opposing force exerted on muscle by an object). In an isotonic 

contraction, the (fixed) muscle tension overcomes the load and muscle shortening occurs (e.g., lifting a suitcase).  In an 

isometric contraction, tension is developed but a load is not moved (e.g. pushing against a wall). During this kind of 

contraction the maximum tension for the muscle in use can be reached, but the muscle only shortens slightly from 

applying tension to tendons and ligaments.   

 

Figure 1: Illustration of isotonic and isometric contractions [15]. 

For the development of prosthetics and assistive orthoses, voluntary movements such as grasping an object are of 

concern. Skeletal muscles are the only muscles in the body that can be controlled voluntarily.  They do so with varying 

force and different periods of time, both of which are defined by the function of the motor unit. 

Motor units are composed of muscle fibers (elongated muscular cells) and a motor neuron. When stimulated, a motor 

neuron produces an electrical impulse that transmits down the length of its axon causing all muscle fibers innervated by 

the neuron to contract. This stimulation results in the depolarization of each muscle fiber, which disseminates in both 

directions along the fibers [16]. This action potential, due to ion movement, generates an electromagnetic field around 

the muscle fibers – referred to as a motor unit action potential (MUAP).  

Motor units can be composed of between four and several hundred muscle fibers, for the purposes of fine (e.g. eye 

movements) and coarse (e.g. weight bearing muscles) control, respectively [15]. Since muscle fibers in a motor unit are 

randomly distributed across a muscle, the stimulation of one motor unit causes a weak contraction of the whole muscle 
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[15], [16]. The depolarization of individual muscle fibers overlaps in time. Thus, any one MUAP is a spatial-temporal 

superposition of individual action potentials from each muscle fiber, as depicted in Figure 2 [16].  

 

Figure 2: Schematic representation of generation of motor unit action potential (MUAP) [16]. 

Any portion of a muscle may contain muscle fibers belonging to 20-50 motor units [16]. During a muscle contraction, 

multiple motor units are repeatedly stimulated [15]. These stimulations typically occur asynchronously to facilitate 

smooth movements and delay muscle fatigue. This excitation pattern results in a sequence of MUAPs called a motor unit 

action potential train (MUAPT) [16].   

The sum of overlapping MUAPTs and the way in which the motor units discharge results in the surface EMG signal 

resembling a zero-mean random stochastic process with a standard deviation proportional to the number of active 

motor units and their rate of activation [1]. Merlo et al. [17] modeled the surface EMG signal as: 

𝑠(𝑡) =  ∑ 𝑀𝑈𝐴𝑃𝑇𝑗(𝑡) + 𝑛(𝑡) =  ∑ ∑ 𝑘𝑗𝑓 (
𝑡 − 𝜃𝑖𝑗

𝛼𝑗
) + 𝑛(𝑡)

𝑖𝑗𝑗

 

Equation 1: Model of surface EMG signal by Merlo et al. [17] 

where kj is an amplitude factor for the jth motor unit, f() is the shape of the action potential discharge, θij is the time at 

which the MUAP occurs, αj is a scaling factor, and n(t) is additive noise [17]. 

The sEMG signal is dependent on the level and duration of contraction, the state of the contraction (static or dynamic), 

fatigue, and sweat from the skin.  The maximum level that a skeletal muscle can contract to is referred to as maximum 

voluntary contraction (MVC), and contraction levels are typically referred to by the percentage of MVC that they 

represent.  Studies have found that the distribution of the EMG signal is more sharply peaked near zero than a Gaussian 

distribution, and that at low contraction levels, the signal is more likely to be best modeled as a zero mean LaPlacian 

process [18]. 
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2.2 Extracting the EMG Signal 
The EMG signal is an easy signal to collect, but a difficult one to interpret and understand.  Analysis of the EMG signal 

may provide us with the ability to understand force generation in the muscles and the way in which muscles produce 

movement, but our ability to extract this information correctly depends upon proper signal acquisition methods. A 

common EMG signal extraction process is therefore composed of three important stages: signal capturing, signal 

conditioning, and signal processing.  Figure 3 shows these stages. 

 

Figure 3: EMG signal extraction process [19]. 

2.2.1 Signal Capturing 

Since muscle contraction results in electrical activity near the skin’s surface, it is possible to place sensors, called 

electrodes, onto the skin to detect the electrical activity. The area that an electrode is in direct contact with is referred 

to as the detection surface [16].  Physiological data recorded by a surface electrode is called a surface EMG (sEMG).  As 

shown in Figure 4, the sEMG signal is the summation of all MUAPTs from all active motor units detected by an electrode.  

 

Figure 4: Diagram of method of detecting EMG signals and their decomposition into MUAPTs [20]. 

As the force output of a muscle increases, so does the number of active motor units. Since multiple motor units are 

active during a muscle contraction, signals belonging to multiple motor units are detected by a single electrode 

simultaneously. The shape and amplitude of the MUAP depends on the orientation of the muscle fibers with respect to 

the electrode (among other factors).  During a MUAPT, the MUAP waveform remains constant if there are no changes 

between electrode positioning and muscle fibers, electrode properties, and no significant biochemical changes in the 

muscle tissue. 

The Surface Electromyography for the Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles (SENIAM) project was initiated to solve 

problems preventing a useful exchange of data in the area of sEMG research, and to establish standards that allow for 

European cooperation in this area of research [21].  One of its primary objectives was to develop recommendations on 

sensors and sensor placement procedures.  Authors identified 352 electrode location descriptions in 144 papers in which 
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sEMG was utilized. Most descriptions were found to be generic and indicated muscle belly (the thicker middle region of 

the muscle), motor point (where the axon contacts a muscle fiber), or midpoint of the muscle as the location of choice; 

these locations often coincide with innervation zones which have effects on sEMG signal features such as frequency 

characteristics [5]. 

Factors that influence the stability of EMG recordings include the presence of motor units/muscle tendons, the presence 

of other active muscles nearby [22], the distance between the active muscle fiber and detection site [16], filtering 

properties of the electrode, and the location of innervation zones in relation to the recording electrodes [5].  It is 

recommended that bipolar electrodes be positioned parallel to muscle fibers with a minimum spacing of 20 mm 

between centers of electrode poles [21]. This placement is small enough to avoid most crosstalk, but large enough to 

allow selection from a pool of motor units [5].  

While sEMG sensors have traditionally been placed on top of the muscle belly  over the motor endplate zone due to the 

ease with which large signals can be obtained, it has been found that the sEMG pattern in this region is not stable or 

reproducible [22]. It is therefore recommended that sensors be placed halfway between the most distal motor endplate 

zone and distal tendon, and that the geometrical distance of the electrode from other muscles be maximized (i.e. place 

electrodes at the muscle surface away from the edge of the muscle) [23], [22].  These recommendations have been 

reconfirmed by research conducted on the effect of electrode size and orientation on the sensitivity of myoelectric 

pattern recognition systems in which electrodes oriented parallel to muscle fibers significantly outperformed 

perpendicular ones [5]. A reference electrode (or ground electrode) should be placed on neutral tissue (e.g. over a bony 

structure) to provide a common reference for the electrode amplifiers [24]. 

Finally, special care must be taken when using surface electrodes, as it is possible for them to lose contact with skin and 

therefore distort the recorded signal [16].  High electrode-skin impedance can reduce signal amplitude and distort EMG 

waveforms [18]. It is recommended that there is continuous pressure on applied surface electrodes and that a saline gel 

or paste is used between the electrode and skin for increased conductivity [16].  Also important is skin preparation itself 

– which includes cleaning with alcohol and lightly exfoliating the area on which the electrode amplifiers will be placed 

[18]. 

2.2.2 Signal Conditioning 

Most sEMG-based research utilizes more than one surface electrode placed on one or more muscles to characterize the 

physiological movement of concern (e.g. torque about a joint). The signals from these electrodes are fed to the Signal 

Conditioner block shown in Figure 3. 

While electrode-amplifiers (Signal Capture block in Figure 3) are designed to reduce electrode-skin impedance, signal 

conditioning may be necessary to further improve the quality of the recorded EMG signal. Signal conditioning methods 

include filtering for the reduction of motion artifact/offset potentials, attenuation of noise outside of the physiological 

range (e.g. power line interference), and amplification of the EMG signal such that the signal is represented on the same 

scale as the parameters of the data acquisition system (e.g. ±5 V). 

Electrode motion artifact can arise from either the deformation of the skin under surface mounted electrodes, or the 

mechanical disturbance of the electrode charge layer.  The power density of motion artifact is known to be below 20 Hz; 

thus, a high pass filter can be used to improve signal quality. Such filters can have a corner frequency anywhere between 

10 and 20 Hz, but should not be any higher to avoid loss of EMG signal power.  Filtering techniques for motion artifact 

include 8th order Chebychev high pass filters, and adaptive filtering based on orthogonal Meyer wavelets [18]. 

Electronics within an EMG acquisition system are designed to reduce power line interference via differential 

amplification, equipment shielding, and short electrode leads. Careful skin preparation can additionally attenuate power 
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line interference; however the inability to perfectly match skin impedance makes it possible for common mode signal to 

be transformed into the recorded EMG signal.  In North America the offending frequencies are at 60 Hz and its 

harmonics. Narrow fixed notch filters centered at the fundamental frequency (and its harmonics) are often used to 

remove this noise offline. It is important to note that when this procedure is performed, the portion of the EMG signal 

occurring at these frequencies is also removed – altering the signal.  Therefore, the bandwidth of the notches should be 

as narrow as possible (e.g. 0.25 Hz). 

2.2.3 Signal Processing 

The EMG signal is desired to be used as a control signal for applications such as multifunction prostheses, wheelchairs, 

gait generation, grasping control, virtual keyboards, and gesture-based interfaces [25]. The raw EMG signal, due to its 

random nature, cannot be used directly as a control signal. Rather, small portions of the EMG signal are analyzed in 

various ways in order to produce a set of features – statistical measures which characterize the raw EMG signal. The 

process of extracting useful information from the EMG signal, and the subsequent use of the extracted information, is 

explained in the following sections. 

2.2.3.1 Data Segmentation 

EMG signals have two states – transient and steady state. In the transient state the observed muscles go from rest to a 

voluntary contraction level, and in the steady state the muscle is in constant force contraction.  Transient EMG signals 

have historically been more difficult to model than steady state signals.  To combat this challenge, many classification 

methods use data segmentation, in which an EMG signal is analyzed in either overlapping or disjoint segments [19].  In 

this manner, the signal is considered steady state (formally “wide sense stationary”) within a segment, but is modeled as 

changing its properties from segment-to-segment. 

Since the EMG signal is desired to be used as a control for robotic systems, real-time constraints require that the total 

time of the segment length and processing time be 300 ms or less [25]. In adjacent windowing, EMG samples do not 

overlap – the signal is divided into equal segments for which features are extracted. In overlapped windowing the new 

segment slides over the current one with an increment time smaller than the segment length.  Englehart and Hudgins 

investigated how segment increment impacts controller performance in a classification task and found that while 

smaller segments can produce a redundant stream of decisions, they can also help to improve system accuracy and 

response time [26].  They also found that through continuous segmentation, the segment length can be significantly 

reduced without substantial loss of accuracy.  In some applications, all but one EMG sample overlaps between adjacent 

segments. 

2.2.3.2 Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction is the process of computing pre-selected features of the EMG signal to be fed to a processing scheme 

(such as a classifier) to improve the performance of an EMG-based control system [25].  The success of the system 

therefore depends on both the relevance of the feature to the intended motion and the validity of the method used for 

extracting the feature. In a real system, these features must be able to be extracted in real-time to be used as input 

signals to the control system.  

There are two approaches to feature evaluation: structural and phenomenological. In structural feature evaluation, 

features are generated based on models (both physiological and physical) and can be evaluated using synthetic signals. 

This approach is helpful in determining the bias, variance, and level of sensitivity to noise of a given feature.  In 

phenomenological feature evaluation, features are determined more empirically by interpreting the raw EMG signal and 

evaluating feature performance based on the overall success of an EMG control scheme (e.g. classification). Methods for 

selecting features involve various search strategies such as: sequential forward and backward selection, sequential 

floating selection, and random search strategies such as genetic algorithms. 
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Features fall into one of three categories: time domain, frequency domain, and time-scale (time-frequency) domain.  

2.2.3.2.1 Time domain features 

Time domain features are the most common type of EMG feature due to the ease with which they can be computed.  

The EMG signal is amplitude modulated where higher signal amplitudes represent higher muscle contraction levels, thus 

the piece of information needed is amplitude [27]. EMG amplitude is proportional to the number of active motor units 

and their rate of activation [25].  It is obtained by estimating the standard deviation of an EMG signal and provides 

information regarding signal energy, activation level, duration of contraction, and force [28].  

Techniques to form an EMG amplitude include analog rectify and smoothing (low pass filter) processing, mean absolute 

value (MAV) processing, and root mean square (RMS) processing. A Gaussian model has been found to fit the EMG 

signal at a high level of contraction, while LaPlacian is well suited for low contractions and fatigued muscles. For signals 

modeled as a Gaussian random process, the RMS theoretically provides the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of 

amplitude in a constant force and non-fatiguing contraction.  For those modeled as a LaPlacian random process, MAV 

provides the MLE of the amplitude.  Clancy et al. experimentally found that for EMG signals acquired from constant-

force, constant-posture, non-fatiguing contractions, the distribution of experimental data falls between Gaussian and 

LaPlacian, and that the Gaussian model fits better on average [18]. As such they concluded that there is little reason to 

argue between the MAV and RMS amplitude estimation methods. 

Clancy et al. have developed methods for improving the quality of EMG amplitude estimates.  They have shown that 

signal temporal whitening (decorrelation) and the combination of multiple channel signals to form one amplitude 

estimate (from a large muscle) reduce the variance in amplitude features without increasing bias.  In multiple channel 

whitening, EMG recordings obtained from adjacent electrodes are combined to improve the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio. 

Since the distance from the muscle and electrode gain settings differ per electrode, gain normalization is also performed 

during this step.  

Demodulation and smoothing are performed on the EMG signal. Demodulation rectifies the signal and raises the result 

to a power (1 for MAV, 2 for RMS). Smoothing filters the resulting signal, thereby increasing the SNR1. Relinearization is 

then performed to return the signal to EMG amplitude by inverting the power law applied during demodulation.  If 

EMG-torque or EMG-force is to be estimated, then the signal is additionally decimated to a frequency relevant to that of 

the frequency of the measured force. 

Other time-domain features of EMG signals include mean absolute value slope (MAVS), zero crossing (ZC), slope sign 

changes (SSC), and waveform length (WL) [29]. These features provide measures of signal amplitude, frequency, and 

duration.  

2.2.3.2.2 Frequency domain features 

Mean and median frequency of a power spectral density (PSD) of an EMG signal are common frequency features, as 

they provide some basic information about the signal spectrum and its change over time [25]. Various methods of 

acquiring the mean and median frequency have been proposed, with Farina and Merletti presenting an autoregressive 

(AR) model outperforming the periodogram method in short segment length under stationary and non-stationary 

conditions [30].  

2.2.3.2.3 Time-frequency features 

Since EMG signals are non-stationary, knowledge of both frequency and time is pertinent to EMG control [25].  Spectral 

analysis uses the Fourier Transform (FT), which provides signal frequency content without reference to timing.  Time-

                                                           
1 The smoothing step may be omitted when the EMG amplitude obtained is used to estimate torque.  Low pass filtering will occur 
within a later processing stage. 
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frequency analysis can be used for signal de-noising, identifying fatigue in long term activity, and isolating coordinated 

muscle activities. Methods to map a signal to a function of both time and frequency include the Short Time Fourier 

Transform (STFT) and the wavelet transform (WT).  

The STFT creates a time-frequency signal, but has limited precision due to the size of the analysis window. Wavelet 

analysis can de-noise a signal without signal degradation and allows for the analysis of a localized area of a larger signal. 

This localized analysis reveals trends, breakdown points, discontinuities in higher derivatives, and self-similarity that 

other methods miss. 

In wavelet analysis, a low scale shows the rapidly changing details of a signal (with a high frequency), and a high scale 

shows the slowly changing coarse features (with a low frequency).  One can therefore monitor different parts of a signal 

by adjusting the focus of a wavelet transform. A generalized form of the WT is the wavelet packet transform (WPT) 

which allows for the “best” adapted analysis of a signal in a time-scale domain.  

STFT, WT, and WPT differ in the way in which they partition the time-scale access. STFT uses fixed partitioning ratios, the 

WT uses variable aspect ratios where the frequency resolution is proportional to the center frequency, and the WPT 

provides adaptive partitioning – a complete set of partitions are provided as alternatives, and the best for a given 

application is selected. Englehart et al. [31], [32] used feature projection to determine the time-frequency feature that 

best classified EMG data and found WPT to be the best, followed by WT and then STFT. 

2.2.3.3 Control Methods 

The EMG signal has shown promise as a control signal for robotic prostheses and orthoses by correctly interpreting 

patient motion intention [19].  Despite its promise, EMG powered control has seen only incremental improvements 

since the first operable EMG controlled prosthesis was presented in the 1960s [25].  

The EMG controller, depicted in Figure 5, generates output commands based on signal patterns and control schemes.  

EMG controllers should have accurate movement selection, intuitive actuating control for the user, and a response time 

fast enough that it is not noticeable to the user. Systems must also offer a high degree of dexterous control.  One way to 

create intuitive systems is to reduce the knowledge required by the user to utilize the system. This can be accomplished 

by developing EMG control systems capable of interpreting muscle activation patterns and using them in a natural way 

to actuate motions.  

EMG-based control methods can be categorized as either pattern recognition based or non-pattern recognition based 

[19]. Pattern recognition based control methods are more commonly employed in research and have thus far been 

shown to provide more functionality than simple commercial control schemes. In most methods, the feature extraction 

is performed on the raw EMG signal and these features are fed to the model. 

 

Figure 5: Diagram of EMG methods of EMG control models. Modified from [19]. 
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2.2.3.3.1 Pattern Recognition Based Methods 

Pattern recognition of EMG signals has been shown to potentially restore greater functionality than conventional control 

techniques [5].  The premise of the use of pattern recognition in prostheses and orthoses is that patients can activate 

repeatable/distinct EMG signal patterns that can be mapped to appropriate prosthesis/orthosis commands. The 

accuracy of pattern recognition based systems depends on the features, their extraction method, and the classification 

methods [19]. 

Classification is the task of assigning objects to one of several predefined categories [31]. When classification is used, a 

feature set is provided to the classification model, and the output of the model is the class label that the model believes 

the input came from.  A classification model can be used to predict a class label of unknown data – it can be treated as a 

black box that assigns a label when presented with the feature set.  

 

Figure 6: Classification overview. 

There are several methods for building classification models, including rule-based classifiers, neural networks, support 

vector machines, and Bayes classifiers. Each method uses a learning algorithm to identify a model that best fits the 

relationship between the feature set and class label of the input data [31]. A good classification model fits the input data 

well, and correctly predicts the class labels of data it has not seen before.  

The general classification approach is the following: 

 A training set consisting of data with known labels is provided. 

 A classification model is built using a training set. 

 The classification model is applied to a test set, composed of data with unknown labels. 

 An analysis of the accuracy of label determination is conducted by comparing the model output with the true 

label of the test data. 

Performance of classifiers is quantified using a test set with known class labels.  A common method for model validation 

is cross-validation, a technique in which each sample is used the same number of times for training, and once for testing. 

The data are segmented into partitions. During each run, one or more partitions may be chosen for testing and the rest 

are used for training. The total error is found by averaging the errors for all runs.  

2.2.3.3.2 Non Pattern Recognition Based Methods 

Non-pattern recognition based EMG control modeling techniques include proportional control and threshold control 

[19].  While the majority of assistive robots are currently being developed using classification, proportional control 

represents the long-term goal for prosthetic and orthotic device control. 

The goal of proportionally controlled EMG models is to provide continuous output, e.g. force, for devices such as 

powered upper limb prostheses [1].  A common approach (in intact subjects) to EMG-torque estimation is to collect 

force data alongside EMG signals while the muscles under observation produce varying forces [14]. An EMG-torque 

model is then developed to estimate joint torques needed to perform the intended movement and provide the wearer 

with a constant fraction of that torque to produce the desired movements [32]. 
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The tension produced by individual muscles cannot be measured non-invasively; thus there is no direct mechanical 

method to validate the predictions of the model on the level of individual muscles, although predictions about forces 

generated by the system may still be tested. In addition, the existence of cross-talk (defined as the interfering electrical 

activity from the surrounding muscles) and the inability to measure this effect add to the difficulties of creating this 

model. Improved EMG amplitude estimates produce decreased EMG-torque error, as do improvements in system 

identification (i.e. model selection and fitting procedures).  

2.3 Applications of the EMG Signal to Dextrous Hand Control 
Upper limb prostheses continue to evolve in both form and functionality [33], [34], [35], offering up to 20 degrees of 

freedom of movement. However, current EMG control capabilities limit commercially available systems to either three 

states (open, close, off) or one degree of freedom of proportional control [4], [36]. The control of more degrees of 

freedom is the greatest desired prosthetic improvement for below elbow amputees [37].   

The long-term goal for prosthetic control is to provide a replacement limb with functionality and control similar to that 

of a (healthy) original limb.  A number of techniques are being investigated within the research community to extend 

control capabilities.  Several schemes have been demonstrated in the laboratory for discriminating between a limited set 

of user functions [38], [39], [29].  Tenore et al. have shown that it is possible to identify flexion and extension 

movements of individual fingers as well as combined (middle, ring, pinky) movements in a transradial amputee with 

greater than 90% accuracy [40].  These efforts provide for increased amputee function, but continuous proportional 

control of movement is not achieved.   

Some studies of finger movement have considered proportional control via EMG-based estimation of finger forces or 

finger joint angles [41], [42], [43]. Liu et al. [1] conducted a preliminary study (N=3) relating EMG activity from forearm 

flexors and extensors to flexion and extension forces generated during constant posture, slowly force-varying 

contractions [1].  Spatial filters were used to derive EMG channels and an EMG-force model was generated to relate 

muscle activity to fingertip force via least squares estimation. The work indicated that multiple degrees of freedom of 

proportional control may be possible using EMG data collected from the forearm. 
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3 Methods 
This study sought to determine whether the system identification methods of [1] can be used to reliably distinguish 

between multiple degrees of freedom in the forearm through EMG-force measured at the fingertips. Twenty subjects 

(10 male, 10 female), ranging in age from 23 to 62 years, successfully completed one experiment each. Data from a 21st 

subject were discarded due to procedural changes. Subjects had no known neuromuscular deficits of their right hand, 

arm, or shoulder.  

The task for this work was constant-posture slowly force varying contractions of individual fingers and combinations of 

fingers (termed grips). Each subject was instructed to relax all muscles not involved directly in the task, and to maintain 

consistent posture and contraction techniques for each finger/grip throughout the study. 

The fitting of model parameters was performed through the singular-value-decomposition-based least squares pseudo-

inverse approach.  A method of eliminating singular values that provide little information but contain noise has been 

used in other studies [44]. This research studied the effect of various thresholds for discarding such singular values 

through the identification of optimal model training parameters.  Both linear and nonlinear models were explored since 

it is known that EMG amplitude is not entirely linearly related to force output. After an optimal model had been 

developed, the selection of subsets of electrodes was explored to determine the practicality of implementing these 

models in real-world scenarios. 

This chapter explains the experimental and data analysis methods employed for the finger and grip EMG-force study.  

The experimental apparatus is explained in detail, including the acquisition of the EMG and force signals and the manner 

in which the subject interacted with the apparatus.  A subsection detailing clinical procedures is also included.  

3.1 Data Acquisition 
A low-cost multifunction data acquisition unit was used to collect 16-bit resolution signals from 12 sEMG channels as 

well as the force output by a load cell. The design of the acquisition of both of these types of signals is detailed below. 

3.1.1 EMG Signal 
The EMG signal is acquired in a multistage process composed of the detection of raw EMG signals via sEMG electrode 

amplifiers, signal conditioning with a custom built signal conditioner, and data acquisition at a rate of 4096 Hz per 

electrode channel via a National Instruments data acquisition (DAQ) unit (NI-PCI 6229)  in combination with a LabVIEW 

VI.  

A block diagram of EMG signal acquisition can be seen below.  

 

Figure 7: EMG Signal Acquisition 

Each electrode-amplifier is a 3x1.5x0.6cm epoxy cast element. Each consists of a pair of eight mm diameter stainless 

steel electrode contacts separated by a distance of ten mm (edge to edge).  These contacts are connected to a DC-

coupled (gain of 20) instrumentation amplifier. Data from the electrode amplifiers is transferred to the signal 

conditioner via Ultra-Flex wire. The circuit diagram for these electrodes is shown below. 
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Figure 8: Three-Op-Amp Design of an Instrumentation Amplifier [45]. 

The signal conditioner serves to bandlimit the EMG signals between 15 and 1800 Hz, isolate the subject from earth 

referenced power equipment, and amplify EMG signals at gains of 200-25,600. Shown below is the full signal conditioner 

circuit diagram. 
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Figure 9: Signal Conditioner circuit diagram [46]. 

The output of the signal conditioner is acquired by the DAQ at a sampling rate of 4096 Hz at 16-bit resolution for various 

lengths of time (based on the test type) defined by a LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI). 
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3.1.2 Force Signal 
A force transducer (LC101-100 load cell; Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT, USA) was used to obtain flexion and 

extension forces of the fingers and grips.  The load cell produces output signals on a mV scale (0.3 mV/lb up to 30 mV 

maximum). A bridge amplifier/signal conditioner module (DMD465-WB; Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT, USA) 

was used to amplify the signal to a +5 to -5 Volt scale and filter background noise.  The force channel was acquired at a 

sampling rate of 4096 Hz (16-bit resolution) by the DAQ for various lengths of time (based on the test type) defined by 

the VI.  

A block diagram of the force signal acquisition can be seen below. 

 

Figure 10: Force Signal Acquisition 

3.2 Subject Interface 
Of the utmost importance in biomedical studies is the way in which the subject interfaces with study equipment. If the 

test setup is poorly designed, not ergonomic, or not intuitive to the subject, data acquired during the study may produce 

poor results, causing researchers to draw false conclusions about the potential for their work. As such, considerable 

attention was paid to the way in which the subject interfaces with our test setup. 

The overall subject interface for this study consisted of 12 surface EMG electrode amplifiers, a hand/finger restraint 

device, and various LabVIEW interfaces used for both collecting data and providing the user with an interface for each 

type of contraction trial conducted during testing (constant force, slowly force varying, and dynamic force varying 

muscular contractions). 

 

Figure 11: Diagram of subject interface for study [15]. 

Each part of the subject interface is detailed in the sections below. 
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3.2.1 Surface EMG Amplifier Placement 
The muscles of the forearm can be divided multiple groups including those responsible for moving the wrist, four 

fingers, and thumb, with the bulkiest portions of the muscles at the proximal forearm.  These muscles are divided by 

fascia into the anterior flexors and posterior extensors, both of which have superficial and deep muscle layers.  Most 

flexors are innervated by the median nerve while the extensors are innervated by the radial nerve.  These muscles move 

fingers via their long tendons with the assistance of the small intrinsic muscles of the hand for more precise movement 

[15].  

A study that mapped the innervation zones of forearm muscles demonstrated the difficulty of targeting electrode 

positions near innervation zones corresponding to specific muscles.  Additionally, studies have shown that targeting 

specific muscles for pattern recognition control do not make improvements over evenly spacing electrodes around the 

forearm [5]. 

A review of EMG studies in the forearm reporting classification accuracies >90% and their related electrode placement 

was conducted and can be found in Appendix 1.  A generalized electrode placement (equidistant spacing of electrodes 

mounted circumferentially) was used. Muscles detected with these electrodes included: 

 Superficial muscles (directly measured) 
o Extensor digitorum  
o Flexor carpi ulnaris  
o Extensor carpi radialis longus  
o Extensor carpi radialis brevis  
o Flexor digitorum superficialis  

 

 Deep muscles (not directly measured) 
o Extensor digit minimi 
o Extensor pollicis brevis and longus   
o Flexor pollicis longus  
o Adbuctor pollicis longus  
o Extensor Indicis  
o Flexor digitorum profundus 

 
Based on a conservative model of a female forearm, twelve surface EMG amplifiers were used on all subjects for 

consistency. Electrode 1 was always mounted on brachioradialis, followed by electrodes 2-6 mounted across the 

anterior forearm muscles (flexor carpi ulnaris, flexor carpi digitorum superficialis) and electrodes 7-12 mounted across 

the posterior forearm muscles (extensor digitorum, extensor carpi radialis longus and brevis). 

 

Figure 12: Diagram of flexion and electrode placement with respect to superficial anterior and posterior forearm muscles [15].  
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To prepare the subject’s forearm for electrode placement, it was first scrubbed with an alcohol wipe and then lubricated 

with conductive gel (Spectra 360 Electrode Gel; Parker Laboratories, Inc., Fairfield, NJ). Then surface EMG amplifiers 

were placed equidistant from each other and mounted circumferentially around the forearm, parallel to muscle fibers.  

The proximal edge of each surface electrode was mounted three fingers breadth2 from the antecubital with a wrist-band 

reference electrode attached to the distal head of the radius [47]. The minimum distance between the centers of the 

electrode contacts for the study was 2.66 cm. Electrodes were secured to the arm using ace bandages and medical tape. 

The outputs of each electrode amplifier were then further amplified and filtered between 15-1800 Hz. 

3.2.2 Finger Restraint Apparatus 
To facilitate constant-posture finger flexion and extension trials a restraint device was used to ensure proper alignment 

and angular positioning of the subject’s forearm throughout testing. This device was a modification of the restraint 

device used in previous testing by Liu et al. (2011). The apparatus consisted of a rectangular base built using modular 

framing (10 Series Profiles, 80/20 Inc., Columbia City, IN, USA) in combination with a one degree of freedom LC101-1003 

load cell (Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT, USA), and load cell attachments for use with individual fingers, four 

finger grip and three finger grip4.  Extensions from the rectangular based allowed the device to be rigidly clamped to the 

table. A detailed picture of this setup is shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: Photograph of arm secured into the restraint device. A Velcro strap is wrapped around a finger (index in this case) to secure it to the 
load cell, which measures finger or grip flexion/extension force. The gloved hand is attached to the upright pole using Velcro. Twelve surface 
EMG electrode amplifiers are wrapped around the circumference of the forearm, a ground/reference electrode is mounted on the radius at the 
wrist. 

As seen above, the hand was secured to an upright pole during data acquisition. A cushioned elbow rest plate was 

mounted at the rear of the base for subject comfort. The height of this rest plate was adjusted for each finger to keep 

the long axis of the forearm parallel to the table.  The subject was seated with their right arm bent at ~90 degrees for 

the duration of the study; the seat was adjusted to a comfortable height for the subject. Once mounted, the EMG 

electrodes were never in contact with the finger restraint setup. Shown in Figure 14 are the posterior and aerial view of 

the apparatus, respectively. 

                                                           
2 The same researcher performed this measurement and placement throughout the study for consistent placement. 
3 The LC101-100 load cell was selected for use in this study to facilitate the testing of individual finger forces as well as three and 
four finger combination forces (termed grips). 
4 Testing confirmed that sensitivity of the LC101-100 load cell was equivalent to that of the LCL-040 load cell used in previous studies 
in our laboratory for individual finger trials.  
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Figure 14: (Left) Posterior view of the hand/arm secured into restraint device. (Right) Aerial view of hand/arm secured into the restraint device. 

Apparatuses built for the attachment of either individual fingers or a full four-finger grip to the load cell can be seen 

below. 

 

Figure 15: (Left) Finger attachment and load cell. (Right) Grip attachment and load cell.   

The location of the load cell apparatus and upright pole were adjusted for each subject such that the subject’s fingers 

naturally reached the load cell apparatus for testing.  Examples of the use of these pieces with hands in place are shown 

below. 

 

Figure 16: Demonstration of the use of the finger (left) and grip (right) attachments. 
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3.2.3 Virtual Instruments 
Integral to the successful collection of data was the design of the VI used for the testing of flexion and extension 

constant force contractions and slowly force varying contractions in which the user tracks a moving blue line using their 

finger force. The following sections detail the way each of these VIs functions. The main screen of the VIs is shown below 

in Figure 17.  For details on their use during clinical operations see Section 3.3.4 below. 

 

Figure 17: Virtual Instrument Front Panel. The horizontal location of the red line corresponds to the force currently exerted by the subject, while 
the location of the blue line represents a target force for the subject to match. The subject’s goal is to keep the red line in as close proximity as 

possible to the blue line throughout the entire test. 

3.2.3.1 Force Calibration  

This VI plots a histogram of the subject’s force signal during maximum contractions over a period of ~2-3s.  It identifies 

the mean force exerted by the subject during maximum voluntary force contractions. It is used by the test administrator 

to identify the subject’s maximum voluntary force calibration values for flexion and extension of each finger, and the 

four and three finger grips.  These calibration values allow each test to be run at a specified percentage of 100% MVC.  

3.2.3.2 Constant Force Contractions 

During a Constant Force (CF) test, the VI presents the subject with a single red line. The subject either pulls (flexes) their 

red cursor to the left hand side of the test window or pushes (extends) the red cursor to the right hand side of the 

window, and holds the cursor in that position for a certain amount of time specified by the test administrator. The test 

administrator selects the type of test being run, and the subject’s action (flexion or extension), and data files are 

automatically saved with the proper file name (thereby reducing potential for user entry error). The VI collects data for 

the amount of time specified by the test administrator, which allows the administrator to define a delay before data 

acquisition begins. 
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Calibration values obtained during force calibration are entered into this VI, which in turn set the limits of the VI 

window. For example, to test 100% flexion, the MVC percent is set to 100. This setting requires that the subject exert 

the same voltage value as was entered for calibration to either side of the screen. If MVC is set to 30%, the subject is 

required to exert only 30% of the calibration value to reach the side of the screen. 

3.2.3.3 Slowly Force Varying Contractions 

During a slowly force varying (SFV) test, the VI presents the subject with two lines: one blue and one red. The blue line is 

a moving force target controlled by the VI, while the red line is controlled by the subject’s fingertip/grip forces. The red 

line moves to the right when the subject performs extension movement and to the left when they perform flexion 

movements. The subject’s goal is to keep the red line as close in proximity as possible to the blue line throughout the 

entire test. 

 

Figure 18: The VI presented to the subject during a SFV test. The blue line moves at a constant rate throughout the 45 second test, during which 
time it moves from the starting position, to the right of the screen (1), back toward the left of the screen (2, 3), again to the right of the screen 

(4, 5), and then back to the middle of the screen (6). 

The force target (blue line) begins in the center of the screen and moves at a constant rate toward the right side of the 

screen, set to 30% extension MVC (1). Once the force target reaches the right edge, it travels to the left (2) until it 

reaches the left side of the screen, set to 30% flexion MVC (3). The force target then returns to the right side of the 

screen (4, 5), and changes direction one final time to return to the middle of the screen (6). The force target moves at a 

constant rate throughout the test and the entire test takes 45 seconds.  

It is important to note that the center of the screen does not represent zero force. The subject’s red tracker is skewed 

toward the weaker contraction sense (for this dataset it was always extension), to allow for the gain setting of the 

interface to be uniform across all movements. This results in the subject spending significantly less time in extension 

than in flexion, as highlighted in the force time-series plot below.  
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Figure 19: Graph of the load cell output during an SFV test. The labels correspond to the movements of the line from Figure 17. The green line 
indicates zero percent MVC. 

All slowly force varying tests are run at 30% MVC with a zero second startup delay and each test runs for a total of 45 

seconds. In order to follow the red line on the display screen, the subject will have to reach 30% MVC for both flexion 

and extension. In Figure 19 you can see an example graph of the load cell data produced from an SFV test. 

3.3 Clinical Procedures 
Twenty healthy subjects (ten male, ten female, aged 23-62 years) each completed one experiment. Subjects initially 

performed two five second MVCs per finger, each in flexion and extension, the averages of which were used as the 

subject’s MVCs for the experiment. Next, they performed a 0% MVC (rest contraction) and separate flexion and 

extension 30% MVCs (for each finger) for ten seconds each, utilizing force feedback on a computer screen. These 

contractions were used to calibrate the advanced EMG amp processors [48]. Subjects then performed static (constant-

posture, slowly force-varying) and dynamic (constant-posture, random 1 Hz movement) target tracking contractions (for 

each finger). A computer screen displayed their finger force.  

3.3.1 Informed Consent 

Before beginning any study procedures, the subject reviewed the informed consent form both privately and then with a 

test administrator. The test administrator answered any questions the subject had and ensured that the subject fully 

comprehended the study before enrolling them as a study subject.  

3.3.2 Demographics & Survey (20 minutes) 

After securing written informed consent, the circumference of the subject’s right forearm was measured in order to 

customize the location of the 12 bipolar electrode amplifiers which would be secured to their arm. The subject then 

answered a verbal questionnaire reviewing the inclusion/exclusion criteria as well as their demographics such as race, 

ethnicity, age, height, and weight. 

3.3.3 Electrode & Testing Setup (1 hour) 

3.3.3.1 Electrode Mounting 

The electrodes were mounted on the subject’s right arm via the methods detailed in Section 3.2.1 (Surface EMG 

Amplifier Placement). The minimum electrode distance was 1.86 cm (2.66 cm center to center).  
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3.3.3.2 Load Cell Contact 

After the subject had been seated, the restraint device was fitted to the subject’s forearm length and hand size. First, 

the height of the chair was adjusted to a comfortable height and the subject’s right arm was bent at ~90 degrees with 

their elbow supported at the olecranon process. Subjects wore a fingerless glove to allow the hand to be secured to the 

restraint device’s upright pole without restricting the fingertips. The subject’s hand was supinated (“thumb up”) and 

secured to the upright pole using Velcro.  

The load cell was then arranged to contact the most distal phalange of one or multiple of the subject’s fingers to 

measure flexion and extension forces. Fingers were secured around the load cell apparatus using a thin Velcro strap. 

Fingers not in use during a trial were unconstrained, curled passively and extending beyond the upright pole. The height 

of the hand above the base was adjusted throughout testing so that the distal phalange of any one of the four fingers 

could be aligned with the load cell. This was done for all tests that the subject performed. 

Constant posture flexion force was directed toward the subject (pulling motion), while extension was away from the 

subject (pushing motion). Force measurement was only made on one finger or grip at a time and subjects were 

instructed to minimize co-contraction throughout each test. Fingers not in use were assumed to be generating zero 

fingertip force. 

3.3.3.3 Force Calibration (1/2 hour) 

Subjects produced maximum contraction of each digit (separately), and combinations of fingers [four fingers (no thumb) 

and three fingers (middle, ring, pinky)], in both flexion and extension. Each maximum contraction lasted approximately 

three seconds. Subjects performed each maximum contraction twice, and the average of the force output by the subject 

for each motion was used as their MVC calibration value for the duration of testing. The force calibration values 

obtained during this procedure were entered into the VI to be used as a metric throughout testing. 

3.3.3.4 Electrode Gain Setting (10 minutes) 

After the subject’s force calibration values were entered and 2-3 minutes of rest was provided, the gain of each 

electrode was set. During this portion of the visit, the subject repeated the motions from the force calibration section at 

100% MVC for one to two seconds while the researchers adjusted the gain settings on each electrode channel to 

eliminate the possibility of signal clipping during data acquisition. 

3.3.4 Grip Trials (EMG-Force, 1 hour) 

Subjects produced flexion and extension signals for two grips.  

Grips that were tested were: 

1. Four fingers attached to the apparatus: index, middle, ring, & pinky 
2. Three fingers attached to the apparatus: middle, ring, & pinky 

Approximately two minutes of rest was provided between each trial for grip EMG-force activities to allow 
muscles to recover between trials. Hand restraints were removed between trials as needed, and test 
administrators continually checked on the comfort of the subject. 

3.3.4.1 Constant Force (100%) (10 minutes) 

Subjects produced one set of five second duration constant-posture constant-force contractions against the load cell 

with each grip. The startup delay was set to two seconds to allow the subject to reach either the flexion or extension 

side from their baseline.  The force level was the same as their calibration trials (100% MVC). Visual feedback of the 

force was provided. A full explanation of this test is presented in Section 3.2.3.2 Constant Force Contractions. 
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3.3.4.2 Constant Force (30%) (20 minutes) 

Subjects produced two sets of ten second duration constant-posture constant-force contractions against the load cell 

with each grip.  The startup delay was set to two seconds to allow the subject to reach either the flexion or extension 

side from their baseline. For these trials, the subject was required to maintain 30% MVC. The length of each trial was 

extended from 5 seconds to 10 seconds due to the ease with which subjects could achieve 30% MVC. Visual feedback of 

the force was provided. A full explanation of this test is presented in Section 3.2.3.2 Constant Force Contractions. 

These contractions were used to calibrate advanced EMG amplitude estimation algorithms [48], [49].  

3.3.4.3 Slowly Force Varying Contractions (15 minutes) 

Subjects produced three sets of constant-posture slowly force varying contractions with each grip. The startup delay was 

set to zero seconds so that the force signal would mimic that shown in Figure 19. These trials were conducted to a 

maximum of 30% MVC and lasted 45 seconds each. There were three contraction sets for both grips, for a total of six 

trials. The order of the contractions was randomized for each contraction set. For a full description of this test, see 

Section 3.2.3.3 Slowly Force Varying Contractions. 

3.3.4.4 Dynamic Force Varying Contractions (15 minutes) 

Note: Dynamic force varying contractions were not analyzed as a part of this thesis; they can be analyzed at a later date. 

This explanation is being included for full disclosure as this 15-minute session contributes to overall muscle fatigue in 

future measurements. 

Subjects also produced three sets of tracking contractions in which they tracked a randomly moving force target (blue 

line) on the computer screen for 45 seconds– with each grip.  The target moved as a uniform random process 

bandlimited to 1 Hz, over the range from 30% extension MVC to 30% flexion MVC. There were three contraction sets for 

both grips, for a total of six trials. The order of the contractions was randomized for each contraction set. 

3.3.5 Classification Trials (No force measurement, 20 minutes) 

Note: Classification contractions were not analyzed as a part of this thesis; they can be analyzed at a later date. This 

explanation is being included for full disclosure as this 20-minute session contributes to overall muscle fatigue in future 

measurements. 

In addition to the above force-tracking trials, subjects participated in a short session in which they completed 
gestures to be used for signal classification. The gestures were as follows: 

 Rest 

 Wrist flexion 

 Wrist extension 

 Forearm supination 

 Forearm pronation 

 Hand close 

 Hand open 

 Pinch grip 

 Three finger grip 
 
Photographs of these gestures are shown below in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Pictures of all of the classification gestures performed by each subject. Note: Movement 1 was always “REST” in the predetermined 
classification sequence. 

The rest ‘contraction’ was simply a relaxed version of the hand open shown in Figure 20. 

During this section, subjects were released from the restraint device but remained seated. Subjects were shown a 

training video on the movements they would perform, and were given time to practice with visual cues.  

Once subjects felt confident in their ability to perform the gestures, recordings began. Four 45 second recordings took 

place; each gesture was held for five seconds. Two of these recordings were in the order that the subject practiced 

(denoted by the numbers in Figure 20). The other two sequences had a randomized order. Timed video and audio cues 

were provided throughout all recordings. This design was modeled after similar classification research conducted by 

Englehart et al [38], which has been employed in numerous classification studies [36], [26]. 

A schematic of the experimental protocol for classification can be seen below. 

 

Figure 21: Diagram depicting classification tests 
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3.3.6 Finger Trials (EMG-Force, 1 hour) 

Following the collection of grip EMG-force and classification data, finger EMG-force data were collected.  The same 

series of tests were run for each finger (separately) as were run for each grip in the grip EMG-force portion of data 

collection.  These tests were: 

 Constant Force (100% MVC, five seconds) 
o One set of flexion and extension per finger 

 Constant Force (30% MVC, ten seconds) 
o Two sets of flexion and extension per finger 

 Slowly force varying contractions (30% MVC, 45 seconds) 
o Three sets per finger 

 Dynamic force varying contractions (30% MVC, 45 seconds) 
o Three sets per finger 

 

Subjects produced maximum contraction of each of the four fingers (separately). 

Thirty seconds of rest was provided between trials to avoid fatigue. Additional rest was provided as needed. The order 

of contractions for each set of finger trials was randomized. The Velcro hand restraint was removed between trials as 

needed, and test administrators continually checked on the comfort of the subject. 

3.4 Data Analysis  
All analysis was performed offline in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). All signal preprocessing and model 

operations were performed using a stand-alone MATLAB toolbox [50].  The signal processing scheme for this study 

included a preprocessing stage, in which EMG amplitudes were generated, followed by EMG-force estimation via a 

polynomial, static FIR EMG-force model. An overview of this process is shown below. 

 

Figure 22: EMG-force model. Each of the bipolar surface EMGs are bandpass filtered between 15-1800 Hz and notch filtered at the power line 
frequency before performing EMG amplitude estimation at a reduced sampling rate. Least squares estimation is used to simultaneously relate 
EMG amplitudes to the force of the four finger tips. Sample index n denotes signals at the rate of 4096 Hz, while sample index m denotes signals 
at a rate of 4.096 Hz. 

3.4.1 Signal Pre Processing (formation of EMG Amplitudes) 
The original sampling rate of 4096 Hz is necessary for acquiring the raw EMG, but is not appropriate once an EMG 

amplitude estimate has been formed. To produce EMG amplitude estimates, the sampled EMG data were highpass 

filtered (15 Hz) using a fifth-order Butterworth filter, and second-order IIR notch filtered (bandwidth 1 Hz) at the power 

line frequency and all harmonics (due to the presence of significant power line interference). The narrow notch filter 

bandwidth eliminated the interference source with a limited decrease in overall statistical bandwidth of the signal [51].  

Filtering was applied in the forward, then reverse time directions to achieve zero phase. This filtering was followed by a 
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first order demodulator for signal rectification. After demodulation, EMG signals were passed through a noncausal (two-

pass), low pass 9th order Chebyshev Type 1 filter with an effective cutoff frequency of 0.8 Hz and decimated by a factor 

of 1000, producing a resampled frequency of 4.096 Hz. This low pass filter served as the smoothing stage of the 

amplitude estimate.  Figure 23 shows an example of these stages. 

 

 

Figure 23: A single channel EMG signal (top plots) passing through steps of EMG amplitude estimation (bottom plot). Data (in 45s duration) were 
collected from a forearm flexion muscle channel during a slowly force varying contraction.  

The force signal was similarly decimated, producing an EMG dataset with a bandwidth approximately 10 times that of 

the torque signal being estimated [52].  This decimated sampling rate is best for system identification, being large 

enough to capture the system dynamics (the fundamental period of force variation was 30s) and small enough to avoid 

noise existing out of the signal band [52], [13].5 The force data was also normalized to percent MVC to facilitate the 

reporting of statistics across subjects. 

3.4.2 EMG-Force Model 
EMG amplitudes were related to force output at the fingertips using both linear and nonlinear FIR EMG-force static 

model structures. The model form is shown below. The model structure was a polynomial nonlinear model of degree D, 

the equation for which is shown below. 

𝐹[𝑚] = ∑ ∑ 𝑓𝑑,𝑐𝐸𝑀𝐺𝜎
 

𝑐
𝑑 [𝑚]

𝐶

𝑐=1

𝐷

𝑑=1

 

Equation 2: EMG-Force Model. 

In the equation, F[m] is the measured force at the mth decimated sample, fd,c are the fit parameters, c is the channel, d is 

the model order and EMGσc are the EMG amplitude estimates for a given channel.  

                                                           
5 When the system identification model is oversampled spurious model performance can occur [52].  It is recommended that the 
sampling rate of the EMG data not be more than 10 times the highest signal frequency.  
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Regularized (via the pseudo-inverse technique) linear least squares [44] was used to compute sets of fit parameters for 

the model. Singular value decomposition is used to solve the linear least squares problem. Singular values/vectors 

whose ratio of singular value to the maximum singular value is less than some tolerance (defined by the researcher) 

were discarded. A brief explanation of this process is shown in Figure 24: Fit coefficient vector calculation via least 

squares minimization.Figure 24 below.  

 

Figure 24: Fit coefficient vector calculation via least squares minimization. 

This method is discussed in detail in Section 3.4.4.2 Tolerance and Model Order Selection. 

3.4.3 Testing Estimator Performance 

Models were formed relating the EMG channels simultaneously to force in all four fingers by combining four trials (one 

per finger) to form a single analysis record. One model was formed per subject. Three analysis records existed per 

subject. A train-test evaluation paradigm was utilized in which the model coefficients were fit to the data from a training 

record (the first record) and then used to “predict” the force from the second and third testing records. Prediction 

referred to passing the EMG amplitudes from the test record through the EMG-force model calibrated during training to 

predict the measured finger force during the test recording.  

An error signal was formed as the difference between the force from the predicted and actual test record. The first and 

last 7.5 seconds of data from each error signal was removed (trimmed) since these data were corrupted by the startup 

transients of the various processing filters [13]. The resulting data contained equal amounts of time at each force level. 

The tracking error was computed as the root-mean-square (RMS) error between the actual and predicted force was 

computed and used as a performance measure [18]. The average of the root mean squared errors was reported as the 

test error value; one error value was reported per finger. Only test trial results are presented. For statistical analysis, test 

error values were subjected to paired sign tests [53].  
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3.4.4 Model Optimization 

After initial results across the four fingers were obtained, model parameters such as EMG amplitude resampled 

frequency, polynomial degree, and pseudo-inverse tolerance were varied to optimize the model performance. These 

modifications were performed serially such that EMG amplitude frequency was tested while holding tolerance and order 

constant, etc.   

During this exploration the resampled frequency was tested at 4.096 Hz, 8.192 Hz, and 20.48 Hz, the polynomial degree 

ranged from1 ≤ 𝐷 ≤ 3, and the pseudo-inverse tolerance ranged from 0.005 ≤ 𝑇𝑜𝑙 ≤ 0.1 in step sizes of 0.005.  The 

first pass at modeling was made with D = 1, Tol = 0.0056, and a resampled frequency of 4.096 Hz, based on prior work 

[1]. 

3.4.4.1 EMG Amplitude Sampling Frequency 
During EMG amplitude estimation, the raw EMG is decimated to a frequency lower than the original sampling 

frequency. After a first pass at modeling, the initial resampling frequency of 4.096 Hz (decimation by 1000), seemed to 

present noisy estimates. It was hypothesized that the decimation process during amplitude estimation was missing 

higher frequency components in the signal due to subject self-adjustments during tracking trials (e.g. moving quickly to 

catch up with the cursor after a mistake).  

To explore whether a higher resampled frequency would improve tracking and reduce noise in the estimated force 

vectors, EMG amplitude estimates were generated with resampled frequencies of twice (8.192 Hz) and five times (20.48 

Hz) the original resampled frequency.  Each of these three datasets were modeled with training data and subsequently 

tested on test data; the original tolerance of 0.0056 and model order of 1 were maintained during this modeling. 

3.4.4.1.1 Minimum Resampling Frequency 

It was desired to identify the minimum possible resampling frequency for EMG amplitude estimates for slowly force 

varying contractions.  To do this, the power spectral density of the force signal was examined to identify where the 

majority of signal power occurs, as well as the filter transients from the preprocessing paradigm. 

3.4.4.1.1.1 Force power spectral density 

To determine the validity of the initial resampling frequency, a power spectral density (PSD) analysis6 was conducted on 

the force data.  It is expected that the majority of the force power is less than 1 Hz, thus to properly inspect the signal, 

the spectral resolution must be significantly smaller than 1 Hz.  

The maximum spectral resolution was calculated based on the largest possible window7 size for the analysis using 

Welch’s method. For a 45 second trial collected at 4096 Hz, this resolution is 0.0444 Hz. The calculation of resolution can 

be seen below. 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐹𝑠

𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
=

4096

45 ∗ 4096 
= 0.0222 𝐻𝑧  

Equation 3: PSD spectral resolution calculation for force signal. 

The PSD was calculated on all of the force signals for slowly force varying finger data collected during the study (60 

trials). The ensemble average was calculated and analyzed for its frequency content. The plot of this can be seen below. 

                                                           
6 Using pwelch in MATLAB. 
7 The maximum possible window size is the full length of the file. MATLAB function pwelch divides the input file into overlapping 
sections the length of the window, and a Hamming window of this length is used for the analysis. 
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Figure 25: (Top) PSD of each force signal from slowly force varying trials in the study. (Bottom) Ensemble average of slowly force varying force 
PSDs for the study. 

This analysis clearly indicated that the majority of the power in the signal occurs below 0.2 Hz. According to Ljung’s rule 

[52], a resampling frequency of approximately 2 Hz would be acceptable. 

3.4.4.1.1.2 Filter transient analysis 

The impulse response (which defines the startup transient of the signal processing) of the system model with a 

resampling frequency of 4.096 Hz was assessed to determine the validity of decreasing resampling frequency below this 

value. It was found that after 7.5 seconds, the impulse response died down to 1e-03 (0.1%) of the peak response – or 1e-

6 (one millionth) the original power.  This response is shown in the figure below, with a red sample indicating the sample 

that occurs at 7.5 seconds. 

 

Figure 26: Impulse response of EMG force system. Response was used to determine the impact of filter transients on the dataset. 

Since this response already requires eliminating the first 7.5 seconds of data (which is exactly the amount of time it takes 

for the moving force target to traverse from the center to either side of the screen), it was decided that decreasing the 
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resampling frequency further (which would increase this startup transient duration) would negatively impact the 

modeling process by eliminating too much data at times of changing force. 

3.4.4.2 Tolerance and Model Order Selection 

The pseudo-inverse tolerance and polynomial model order of the EMG-force model were varied across several values 

each. This generated many models with various combinations of these parameters. The following sections describe the 

motivation behind parameter modification and the method employed to test these modifications. 

3.4.4.2.1 Tolerance  

In Equation 2, when D = 1, the model can be written in the form  

𝑨𝒙 = 𝒃 + 𝑬𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 

Equation 4: Linear least squares model (EMG-Force) 

Where 

[

𝐸𝑀𝐺𝜎1[1] 𝐸𝑀𝐺𝜎2[1] … 𝐸𝑀𝐺𝜎𝑐[1]

𝐸𝑀𝐺𝜎1[2] 𝐸𝑀𝐺𝜎2[2] … 𝐸𝑀𝐺𝜎𝑐[2]
… … … …

𝐸𝑀𝐺𝜎1[𝑁] 𝐸𝑀𝐺𝜎2[𝑁] … 𝐸𝑀𝐺𝜎𝑐[𝑁]

] [

𝑓0

𝑓1

…
𝑓𝑐

] = [

𝑇[1]

𝑇[2]
…

𝑇[𝑁]

] + [

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟[1]

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟[2]
…

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟[𝑁]

] 

 

Where A is the”design matrix”, x is the fit coefficient vector, and b is the output vector [44]. The fit parameters, x, are 

found by minimizing errors in the least square sense by minimizing the square of the distance between the data and 

signal vectors through a linear combination of the columns of A [54]. This means that the x values must satisfy: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛‖𝑨𝒙 − 𝒃‖2 

Equation 5: Least squares error minimization. 

The solution to this minimization is found by computing 

𝒙 = (𝑨𝑻𝑨)
−𝟏

𝑨𝑻𝒃 = 𝑨+𝒃 

Equation 6: Calculation of fit coefficients via singular value decomposition to find the pseudo-inverse. 

where A+
 is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A, which uses singular value decomposition to compute A+.  

Since the fit coefficients (x) are the product of A+ and b (the output vector), the values within A+ impact the fit 

coefficients. If these values represent noise within the training signal (rather than the signal itself), this noise gets 

injected into the model via the fit coefficients. 

To improve the fit coefficients, singular values within the pseudo-inverse computation believed to represent noise are 

”removed.” This is done by computing the ratio between each individual singular value and the maximum singular value 

in the design matrix A and defining a tolerance for that ratio. Any singular values within the pseudo-inverse matrix which 

fall below the tolerance are replaced with zeroes (e.g. for tol = 0.01, all singular values <0.01 are replaced with a 0). 

For this set of data, the extent to which noise in the original signal was being modeled by the fit coefficients was 

unknown.  Tolerance values between 0.005 and 0.01 (in steps of 0.005) were tested to determine whether changing this 

threshold would decrease the noise in the estimates. 

    A                                         x               b               Error 
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3.4.4.2.2 Model Order  

The relationship between force produced by muscles and the amplitude of their EMG signal is not necessarily linear. In 

small muscles (such as those in the forearm) the relationship is relatively linear [24]. This is because the firing rate of 

motor units has greater dynamic range and motor unit recruitment is limited to the lower end of the force range.  

While linear models have commonly been used to relate EMG amplitude to force, nonlinear models have shown 

promise in some cases [55]. As such, the polynomial degree within the model was tested from 1 ≤ 𝐷 ≤ 3.  The method 

for nonlinear modeling in this case is to estimate force with a model that simultaneously considers multiple model 

parameters, the process for which is shown below. 

 

Figure 27: Explanation of estimating force with a model that simultaneously considers multiple polynomial orders. Note that the b vector 
remains unchanged. 

3.4.5 Reduced Electrode Array Models 

While the above research was performed using twelve sEMG electrodes, it is desired that less electrodes be required for 

real-world implementation. The use of twelve electrodes, in addition to being expensive, may also be a cumbersome 

approach.   

Using the final model design (selected resampling frequency, pseudo-inverse tolerance, and model order), the best 

electrodes for arrays of sizes 6-12 were found, per subject, via exhaustive search.  

Since linear least squares was used to model the data with twelve electrodes, the least squares error (LSE) produced 

during each generation of the model fit coefficients represents the measure of model fit. This equation can be seen 

below. 

𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =  ‖𝑨𝒙 − 𝒃‖2 

Equation 7: Least squares error equation. 

This method attempts to minimize the square of the distance from the data vector, b to the signal model, where the LSE 

represents the part of the data vector that the signal model cannot describe.  

To perform electrode selection, the LSE was calculated for each possible electrode vector for each electrode set (e.g. for 

the choice of the best 10 electrodes, (
12
10

)= 66 LSEs were calculated).  The model producing the minimum LSE on the 

training data was chosen as the model for the number of electrodes under consideration. This model was then tested 
using test data from analysis records two and three. 
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Since each dataset contains subject-specific physiological data, it was not expected that the best electrodes for any 

given subject match that of any other subject.  Electrode placement was tailored to subject physiology (forearm 

circumference), and the underlying muscle physiology is expected to vary in size, orientation with respect to the 

electrodes, and MUAPT activation patterns. 

3.4.6 Statistical Methods 

Two analysis records per subject were used to test each model, for a total of 40 (20 subjects x 2 test trials) tests of any 

one modeling configuration. From each of these tests the RMS error, in MVC percent, was output per finger. Thus for 

any one model, 40 error values for each finger were output representing the performance of the model across the 

study. 

The methods above describe variations of tolerance, model order, and electrode combinations amounting to a total of 

67 models to test in 1791 possible comparisons.  

For each of these modeling scenarios, it was desired to know the statistical significance of any apparent improvement.  

This comparison was conducted via a paired sign test with a p-value of 0.05.  As it was desired to identify the best 

performing model among the possible models, for any model comparisons that resulted in statistical significance 

(p<0.05), the higher performing model (i.e., the one with lower errors) was chosen to continue to subsequent 

comparisons. This method results in either a single model that performs significantly better than all others, or, more 

commonly, a final group of models that perform significantly better than other models but do not outperform each 

other. In this case, the “best” model is selected by looking at two items: model order, and average error of the model.  

This process is illustrated in the figure below. 

 

Figure 28: Illustration of "best" model selection. 

A model that uses fewer coefficients is a simpler (and therefore less computationally complex to implement) model.  If 

the result of this test is a set of models that are not significantly different from one another, the model with lower 

model order is selected over a model with high model order.  If model orders are the same, then the average error 

produced by each model is compared, and the model with the lower error is chosen for final selection. 

Since we are concerned with the best single model for all four fingers, the statistical significance for each finger was not 

considered separately. Rather the four error values (index, middle, ring, and pinky) were reshaped to represent one 

vector, and used in the paired sign test. This prevents us from identifying that different fingers require different models. 
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3.4.6.1 False Discovery Rate Control 

During simultaneous hypothesis testing, the control of increased type I errors (incorrect rejection of a true null 

hypothesis) is of concern [56]. Methods to control the probability of incorrectly rejecting a true null hypothesis include 

the familywise error rate (which reduces the probability of even one incorrect assessment) and the false discovery rate 

(FDR), which produces the proportion of erroneous rejections among all rejections.  

For this case, it is more important to control the FDR.  When using the FDR approach, the dependency of test statistics 

must be considered. The Benjamini-Hochberg-Yekutieli FDR procedure controls the FDR for data with positively 

dependent test statistics; a modification to the thresholding of this procedure allows for its use in all cases of 

dependency. Data are positively dependent if the test statistics are Gaussian variables that are positively correlated or 

independent.   

To determine which method to use (positive dependence vs. any dependence case), the dependency of each dataset 

compared was evaluated. The distribution of the data (RMS error in MVC%) within each model was observed and found 

to be roughly Gaussian (some cases had clear outliers). Next, the correlation between the error data from any two 

models was computed. Each correlation coefficient was found to be positive, across 1770 comparisons.  To be sure, the 

correlation between each model was plotted. An example graph can be seen below. 

 

Figure 29: Example of correlation between two models. 

This check was performed on the errors resulting from tolerance and model order variations as well as those resulting 

from models with varying amounts of electrodes.  Both produced positively correlated datasets and Gaussian 

distributions. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
Analysis of the tracking tasks consisted of evaluating the RMS error between the target and the subjects’ pursuit path. 

Statistical analysis was applied to all EMG processors. Demographic results from the study can be found in Appendix 5.  

4.1 EMG Amplitude Resampling Frequency 
The base EMG-force model produced relatively noisy estimates, even with 12 electrodes. To investigate whether the 

resampling frequency of the EMG amplitudes impacts the noise of the estimation, models were generated with EMG 

amplitude resampling frequencies of 4.096 Hz, 8.192 Hz, and 20.48 Hz. 

A box plot of the modeling error across the study (per finger) at each sampling rate can be seen below (left). A closer 

look at the data with error <15% is also shown (right). 

 

Figure 30: (Left) Box and whisker plot of MVC error per finger based on original model with sampling frequencies of 4.096, 8.192, and 20.48 Hz. 
Red dots represent outliers (>3/2*upper quartile, <3/2 lower quartile), the upper and lower bounds of the boxes represent the 75th & 25th 
percentile, respectively, the line within the box represents the median, the whiskers represent the maximum and minimum point excluding 

outliers, and the circles (filled with the same color as the boxes) represent the mean error. (Right) Same plot as (Left) zoomed in to see errors 
<15%. 

From the above it can be seen that with increase in sampling frequency: 

 Mean error of the estimates decreases 

 Distribution of errors tightens 

 Minimum/maximum error tightens 

 Median error does not uniformly decrease 

These results were surprising in contrast to the plots of estimated and measured force. Visual inspection indicates that 

the tracking was not actually improved by increasing sampling frequency – rather the estimates are a noisier version of 

the 4.096 Hz tracking line. A direct comparison between the middle finger identification at the time of largest force 

change for 4.096 Hz and 20.48 Hz is shown below. 
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Figure 31: (Left) Tracking at 4 Hz (Right) Tracking at 20 Hz. 

The trend of the errors is generally the same across all three datasets. This suggests that changing the sampling 

frequency would not necessarily change the overall way in which a prosthetic or orthotic would respond to the current 

model.  

From a practical viewpoint – one would much rather implement the model shown on the left in Figure 31 for the control 

of a prosthesis or orthosis.  The resampling frequency of choice for modeling was thus 4.096 Hz; this optimal decimation 

factor was used in all further analysis and results [13]. 
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4.2 Pseudo-inverse Tolerance and Model Order 
Tolerance and model order were co-varied according to the scheme outlined in Section 3.4.4.2 Tolerance and Model 

Order Selection.  Shown below are plots of the average errors per finger (presented in average MVC% error) across the 

study for each model.  Tolerance is shown on the x-axis and a different line color and marker style indicates the 

performance of the models at each tolerance for the three model orders.  

   

 

Figure 32: Mean error (in MVC%) per finger across the study for each model. (Upper left) Index finger, (Upper right) Middle finger, (Bottom left) 
Ring finger, (Bottom right) Pinky finger. 

For all four fingers, tolerances lower than ~0.025 clearly result in worse performance than higher tolerances. After a 

tolerance of 0.025, the best tolerance and model order to select are not immediately evident. 

The paired sign test with a p-value of 0.05 was used in concert with the Benjamini–Hochberg–Yekutieli procedure for 

FDR control (q<0.05) to compare the 1770 models above, as described in Section 3.4.6 Statistical Methods.  
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This method provided the following models for consideration: 

• D=1, Tol=0.055 
• D=1, Tol=0.050 
• D=2, Tol=0.030 
• D=3, Tol=0.0358 
• D=2, Tol=0.045 

To make a decision with regards to model selection, the average MVC error for each finger with a given model was 
considered. This table is shown below. 
 
Table 1: Average MVC% Error ± SD for models under consideration. Cells highlighted in green represent the minimum error for that finger. The 
greyed out row is the model that FDR control methods eliminated. 

Model Index Middle Ring Pinky 

D=1 
Tol =0.055 

6.59 ± 1.0% 6.17 ± 1.2% 5.27 ± 1.5% 4.69 ± 2.0% 

D=1 
Tol= 0.05 

6.48 ± 1.0% 6.20 ± 1.2% 5.30 ± 1.7% 4.69 ± 2.0% 

D=2 
Tol =0.030 

6.46 ± 1.1% 6.80 ± 2.8% 5.22 ± 1.9% 4.75 ± 2.1% 

D=3 
Tol= 0.035 

6.52 ± 0.6% 6.70 ± 3.7% 5.44 ± 2.2% 4.75 ± 2.1% 

D=2 
Tol =0.045 

6.48 ± 0.8% 6.62 ± 2.9% 5.25 ± 2.0% 4.75 ± 2.2% 

The models with D=1 Tol = 0.055 and D=2 Tol = 0.030 both contained the best performance for two fingers. Since models 
of higher order are more complex to implement (larger number of fit coefficients), the first order model with a pseudo-
inverse tolerance of 0.055 was selected for final results. The full results of all model comparisons can be found in 
Appendix 6.  

 
An example of improved performance from the original model is shown below. 

 
Figure 33: (Left) Original model performance with 4.096 Hz, D = 1, Tol = 0.0056, (Right) Final model performance for the same subject and trial 
with 4.096 Hz, D = 1, Tol = 0.055. 

                                                           
8 This model was found via FDR control to have falsely rejected the null hypothesis. 
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While this method does offer improvement across the entire study, it is important to consider that increasing the 

tolerance in subjects for whom estimation worked well with the original model results in a loss of information about 

their signal, and thus less accurate tracking. An example of this phenomenon is shown below. 

 

Figure 34: (Left) Original model performance with 4.096 Hz, D = 1, Tol = 0.0056, (Right) Final model performance for the same subject and trial 
with 4.096 Hz, D = 1, Tol = 0.055. 

The performance across the study using the original and selected models is shown below in Figure 35 and Table 2.  

 

Figure 35: Study performance for the original and final model parameters. 
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Table 2: Mean error and standard deviation (in MVC%) for each finger for the original and final models. 

 
Model Index Middle Ring Pinky 

Mean ± SD 
(MVC%) 

D=1 
Tol = 0.0056 

8.25 ± 9.1% 6.83 ±2.5% 5.9 ± 3.5% 5.57 ±4.8% 

D=1 
Tol=0.055 

6.59 ± 1.0% 6.17 ± 1.2% 5.27 ± 1.5% 4.69 ± 2.0% 

As can be seen in the above, the median error (line) did not show a dramatic difference, but the average error (circles) 

and distribution decreased with the change in tolerance.  

The final parameters of choice were thus a resampling frequency of 4.096 Hz, a polynomial order of 1, and a pseudo-

inverse tolerance value of 0.055. 

4.3 Reduced Electrode Array Models 
Since the use of 12 sEMGs may be both expensive and cumbersome to implement in practice, the final objective of this 

thesis was to determine whether reduced sensor sets produce models with acceptable levels of performance. A plot of 

the study performance in terms of MVC% error is shown below for electrode sets of sizes 6 through 12.  The 

performance of each finger is shown on a separate line. 

 

Figure 36: Mean error in MVC% for the study for electrode arrays of various sizes. 

The above shows that in general the average error decreases as the number of electrodes in the model increases, with 

the exception of the performance of the middle and ring pinky for nine electrodes.  The table below shows the mean 

and standard deviation of the error across the study in MVC% for each electrode array. 
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Table 3: Mean and standard deviation of error across the study in MVC% for each electrode array size. 

Number of Electrodes 

Finger 

Index Middle Ring Pinky 

6 7.01 ± 1.3% 6.75 ± 2.0% 5.63 ± 1.8% 5.13 ± 1.7% 

7 6.87 ± 1.2% 6.38 ± 1.6% 5.57 ± 1.7% 4.96 ± 1.7% 

8 6.91 ± 1.3% 6.30 ± 1.4% 5.52 ± 1.8% 4.99 ± 1.9% 

9 6.72 ± 1.2% 5.93 ± 1.1% 5.16 ± 1.3% 4.85 ± 2.0% 

10 6.64 ± 1.1% 6.14 ± 1.2% 5.42 ± 1.6% 4.87 ± 1.9% 

11 6.66 ± 1.0% 6.25 ± 1.2% 5.40 ± 1.8% 4.51 ± 1.7% 
12 6.59 ± 1.0% 6.17 ± 1.2% 5.27 ± 1.5% 4.69 ± 2.0% 

The performance of models with less than six electrodes was not pursued during analysis as less electrodes resulted in 

an unrealistic fit.  Since this study attempts to achieve four independent degrees of freedom, it can be expected that at 

least four electrodes are required for modeling. There are several flexion and extension muscles within the forearm, 

which may make a case for using as many as eight electrodes (minimum) in models. 

A paired sign test (p<0.05) was conducted to compare all models according to the scheme described in Section 3.4.6 

Statistical Methods. The FDR used a control rate of q<0.05.  The table below shows which models each electrode 

configuration performed significantly better than in decreasing order from 12 to 6 electrodes. 

Table 4: Statistical comparison of reduced electrode array models. 

Number of electrodes Significantly better than 

12 11, 10, 8, 7, 6 

11 8, 7, 6 

10 8, 7, 6 

9 8, 7 

8 6 

7 6 

6 None 

  

All other comparisons were not significantly different.  Despite the significant difference in performance of the electrode 

configurations when compared with six electrodes, the mean and standard deviation of the error in MVC% present a 

relatively small difference in average error (<0.6% across all fingers) between the full 12 electrode configuration and six 

electrode configuration.  The performance of this model is put in perspective in the box plot below. 
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Figure 37: Study performance for the original, final, and 6 electrode models. 

The table of errors for each finger is shown below for each of these models. The lowest error is highlighted in green. 

Table 5: Mean and standard deviation of error across the study in MVC% for the original, final and 6 electrode models. 

 
Model Index Middle Ring Pinky 

Mean ± SD 

Original 8.25 ± 9.1% 6.83 ±2.5% 5.9 ± 3.5% 5.57 ±4.8% 

Final – 12 Electrodes 6.59 ± 1.0% 6.17 ± 1.2% 5.27 ± 1.5% 4.69 ± 2.0% 

Final - 6 Electrodes 7.01 ±1.3% 6.75 ± 2.0% 5.63 ± 1.8% 5.13 ± 1.7% 

4.4 Model Fit and Error Characterization 
The error characterization for this study does not produce accurate results in all cases. In the case of a “flat model fit” 

(described below), the error percentage produced would be approximately 6.42% per finger. This calls the accuracy of 

the above reporting and the goodness of fit achieved across the study into question. The goodness of fit was 

investigated for both the final model parameters and original model parameters and is described below in Section 4.4.1 

Model Fit Investigation. Methods of coping with the flat fit are proposed in Section 4.4.3, including future data collection 

techniques, improved system identification methods, and improved error characterization methods for the continued 

use of least squares estimation.  

4.4.1 Model Fit Investigation 

The estimates produced for each test record with the final model parameters were subjectively investigated by the 

researcher. A binary method of fit determination was used to characterize the true performance of the study in which a 

”1” was marked for a finger within a record that appeared to track for a given model and a ”0” was marked for those 

that did not. Of the models that fit, many track incredibly well. Based on this method of analysis, the percentage of 

tracking trials that fit, per finger, are shown below in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Percent of records that exhibited a fit for the study based on D = 1, tol = 0.055 (subjective assessment). 

Finger Percent of Records 

Index 10.00% 

Middle 40.00% 

Ring 65.00% 

Pinky 70.00% 

 

These results are surprising for the index and middle fingers.  Prior to model optimization, considerably more index and 

middle fingers exhibited fit curves. The same method of assessment was conducted on data from the original model 

parameters, with D = 1 and tol = 0.0056. The percentage of tracking trials that fit, per finger, for these parameters are 

shown below. 

Table 7: Percent of records that exhibited fit for study based on D = 1, tol = 0.0056 (subjective assessment). 

Finger Percent of Records 

Index 57.50% 

Middle 57.50% 

Ring 77.50% 

Pinky 85.00% 

 

The difference in results shows that the manner in which the estimates were denoised and optimized resulted in a 

significant decrease in the amount of models that tracked per finger.  

4.4.2 The “Flat Fit” Problem 

A “flat fit” occurs when all fingers not involved in the tracking task use the same constant force level. In this study that 

constant level was an assumed zero force. The example trial below shows a relatively flat fit for the index and middle 

fingers, but tracking for the ring and pinky fingers. 

 

Figure 38: Example trial in which two fingers exhibit flat fit while the other two exhibit tracking. 
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The model does not exhibit the ability to track the movement of the index or middle fingers. Since 75% of the data for 

each finger (three out of four 45 second trials) is at a constant zero force, the error calculated for such a fit is still rather 

small (roughly 6.42 MVC% per finger9 for a completely flat fit).  This means that when statistics are computed low errors 

are being taken into account when, in fact, tracking was not successful.  Thus the current method of estimation error 

analysis is not appropriate for this dataset.  

4.4.3 Coping with Flat Fit 

To improve system identification methods as well as our ability to discern poorly performing models, it is desired that 

such a fit not indicate good performance.  The use of the “flat fit” error was considered as a comparator to compensate 

for this problem, but this method is still lacking as it does not provide an indication of the shape of the fit.  A model that 

oscillates around zero force when the force is zero, and then oscillates around the changing forces during the changing 

period, can produce a higher error than a flat fit, but actually represents better modeling success.  

Potential methods for coping with the flat fit are described below. 

4.4.3.1 Techniques for future data collection  

A possible solution to this problem would be to have multiple fingers moving simultaneously.  However, it is assumed 

that subjects would experience difficulty tracking two targets at the same time.  

A more feasible solution for future studies is to incorporate the force measurement of each finger (via four different 

load cells) and to vary the “background” force level across trials. In this method, the four fingers could be brought to a 

baseline level of force (e.g. 10% flexion, 5% extension, etc) for each trial.  Once the four fingers have reached baseline 

force, the tracking trial could be carried out for the finger of interest. Each trial for this finger would use a different 

baseline force level.  Then, when performing a model fit, all trials would be merged together to form a single model. 

Since there would be no single constant background force level, the possibility of a flat fit falsely representing good 

performance would be eliminated.   

This work could be performed via simulation followed by system identification to validate its potential for success with a 

real dataset, prior to completing the clinical data collection. 

4.4.3.2 Improved system identification techniques  

To facilitate the use of least squares estimation, developing models to fit less than four outputs will progressively 

minimize this problem (with three fingers the percent of time spent at zero force is 67%, and so on). 

Additionally, models that consider a different measure of model fit than least squares error should be considered. 

4.4.3.3 Error Characterization 

While the use of least squares estimation for this study exhibits promising results in that there are many trials for which 

fingers are clearly tracked, the method of determining model accuracy and therefore the method of improving models 

does not provide the desired information. 

If it is desired to continue using least squares for generating fit coefficients of a four output model, a proposed method 

of error calculation is the following: 

 Calculate a zero force error – This is the performance (per finger) in the regions in which that finger is assumed 

to have exerted zero force. The error is calculated as the RMS error between the actual force signal and the 

                                                           
9 This value was arrived at theoretically by plotting an expected force curve for a single finger using %MVC values and determining 
the error between a completely flat estimation and the hypothetical force curve. 
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estimated signal.  This error can be considered separately from the tracking error and evaluated as the potential 

contribution of co-contractions. 

 Calculate a changing force error – This is the performance (per finger) in the region in which the moving finger is 

exerting a changing force. The error is calculated as the RMS error between the actual force signal and the 

estimated signal.  This error can be compared to the flat fit performance for this region and be used to 

characterize our ability to track finger movement. 

The plot below demonstrates the suggested error calculation methods. 

 

Figure 39: Suggested error calculation methods with zero force error and changing force error outlined. 

This error characterization should be completed per model fit, with two errors reported per finger: zero force error and 

changing force error. Study performance and model optimization methods should then consider minimizing both of 

these errors as best possible.  

This method of error estimation does not help the method of modeling – only the evaluation of the estimates produced 

by models using least squares to compute fit coefficients.  
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5 Limitations of this work 
There are several limitations to this study approach, each of which will be considered in detail in this section. These 

limitations pertain to both the physical test setup and data acquisition methods as well as the signal processing methods 

employed. 

The current methods of data collection may lead to inconsistent data collection. 

 The current process involves a lot of physical involvement from the researchers throughout testing. Individual 

fingers and grips are attached to the load cell apparatus using a piece of Velcro. The hand is additionally 

attached to the upright pole using Velcro. These pieces of Velcro are removed and replaced several times 

throughout the study.  While the application of this Velcro was completed in as repeatable a fashion as possible 

by the researchers, it is impossible to avoid variability with such methods. 

 The current process involves constant subject observation and correction. The best example of this is posture.  

Since the study visit lasted anywhere from three to four hours, it was common for subjects to begin slouching 

throughout the testing. Study researchers corrected slouching as best they could, but it cannot be guaranteed 

that all subjects maintained the same posture throughout testing. 

 The method of electrode placement is not robust. While the electrodes are placed circumferentially about the 

arm, and every effort is made to provide equal distance between them, the manner in which electrodes are 

assembled for mounting and the manner in which they are mounted is not ideal.  

1. Electrodes are adhered to a piece of medical tape on which the researcher has drawn lines for electrode 

placement. This method is a less exact than desired and can sometimes lead to the need to remove 

electrodes and readjust their placement. 

2. Since the electrodes are secured to the subject with this medical tape and an ace bandage, sometimes 

the ace bandage loosens throughout the duration of the study visit. This bandage may be tightened, but 

the electrodes may not be removed and replaced as the repeatability of electrode placement is 

unknown.  

 The current finger restraint design may contribute to co-contraction. Several subjects noted that with their hand 

wrapped around the upright pole, they had a hard time not using their thumb for support during data collection 

trials. Researchers and subjects attempted to minimize this occurrence, however it is expected that some data 

exhibit co-contraction as a result of this arrangement. 

 Subjects’ muscles may have been fatiguing during finger trials. During this data collection the grips and 

classification data were collected first.  This sequencing meant that the finger data tended to be in the third 

hour of data collection. While rest was provided throughout testing, there were subjects that noted muscle 

fatigue.  

The current method of modeling assumes that fingers move separately from one another. 

In order to identify individual muscle activity responsible for the movement of a single finger, fingers were 

moved individually. However, to form a multiple degree of freedom model, the results from these individual 

finger trials had to be combined.  This meant that forces of fingers not in use during data collection trials were 

defined to be zero for the purposes of modeling.  While these forces are expected to be small, the anatomy and 

physiology of the forearm, wrist, and hand place limitations on the degree to which fingers can be moved 

individually. As such, it is likely that when subjects attempt to move an individual finger, muscles related to 

moving other fingers (e.g. the pinky and ring finger) are activated regardless of efforts not to co-contract. This 

means that muscle activation levels for fingers unrelated to the movement being studied will be observed. The 

modeling method then attempts to correlate these data with zero force, which is not necessarily true. 
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The current method of modeling utilizes a single background force. 

With the current dataset, the force of each finger not performing tracking is assumed to be zero. When 

performing modeling, this results in 75% of the EMG dataset being tied to a zero force value. This often results 

in a flat fit model, which can easily exhibit low modeling error (roughly 6.42 MVC% per finger).  These flat fits are 

incorporated into the statistical analysis without adequate penalty for failed modeling. 

The current method of model optimization optimizes performance for a limited number of subjects. 

Based on the impact that changing model parameters such as pseudo-inverse tolerance and model order had on 

individual subjects’ data, it seems that the signal-to-noise ratio differs across subjects.  While an increase in 

tolerance improved some subjects’ performance, it actually decreased the performance of others, indicating 

that singular values unrelated to noise had been discarded in an attempt to produce higher performance across 

the whole study with a single set of model parameters. Future research might consider optimizing the pseudo-

inverse tolerance for each subject. 

The current method of estimating error does not form an appropriate representation of model fit. 

The data collection scheme has an impact on the validity of commonly used error characterization methods.  

The test data for each trial is composed, for each finger, of 75% zero force data. This results in a flat fit falsely 

exhibiting good model performance – achieving an error of 6.42% if the resulting model does not stray from the 

zero force line during the test.  This suggests that the method of determining error for this study is not 

adequate. An improved error performance measure was proposed in Section 4.4.3.3 Error Characterization. 
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6 Future Work 
Recommendations for future work are stated with respect to the identified study limitations in Section 5 Limitations of 

this work.  

To improve methods of data collection 

 A different approach to data collection, such as a two visit scheme or a decreased amount of data to collect is 

recommended to reduce the potential of muscle fatigue and posture relaxation. 

 An ergonomic study/human factors analysis is suggested for the test apparatus. New methods should seek to 

both minimize researcher interaction in fingertip and hand placement, and increase the repeatability of such 

actions through exact settings rather than objective analysis of the similarity of attachment methods.  

o An evaluation of the extent to which co-contraction occurs using the current setup and a comparison 

across other possible setups should be completed. Such an analysis could be conducted by devising 

alternative designs and testing these designs with the same subject. In the study, the power of signals 

achieved by electrodes expected to represent co-contraction should be analyzed across test setups. The 

test setup resulting in the lowest amount of co-contraction should be chosen for use. 

 Measure the force from multiple fingers at the same time. 

 A study for the improvement of electrode setup is recommended. 

 A study of the repeatability of electrode placement is recommended. 

 A better method for securing electrodes to subjects’ forearm to reduce slip throughout study is recommended. 

 Consider a study design in which fingers exert force simultaneously, to limit the time spent in zero force mode. 

o Study subjects’ ability to control force in multiple fingers at the same time. 

 Consider a study design in which the force is measured at each fingertip, and fingers not performing tracking are 

brought to a baseline force level (e.g. 10% flexion for one trial, 15% extension for another trial, etc). Once the 

four fingers have reached baseline force, the tracking trial could be carried out for the finger of interest. Each 

trial for this finger would use a different baseline force level.  Then, when performing a model fit, all trials would 

be merged together to form a single model. Since there would be no single constant background force level, the 

possibility of a flat fit falsely representing good performance would be eliminated.   

o This work could be performed via simulation followed by system identification to validate its potential 

for success with a real dataset, prior to completing the clinical data collection. 

To improve methods of modeling  

 This work did not have the opportunity to explore model cross validation.  As such it is recommended that this is 

performed on the existing dataset to determine if improvement in modeling can be achieved. 

 This work utilized a single trial for training and two trials for testing estimation. A separate paradigm in which 

two trials are used for training and one is used for test would likely improve modeling results. 

 A study aimed at identifying fewer degrees of freedom is recommended. Modeling results indicate that there 

are pairs of fingers that may act as a single degree of freedom together, e.g. the pinky and ring finger.   

 To facilitate the use of least squares estimation, developing models to fit less than four outputs will 

progressively minimize this problem (with three fingers the percent of time spent at zero force is 67%, and so 

on). 

 Models that consider a different measure of model fit than least squares error should be considered. 
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To improve methods of model optimization 

 During this investigation it was observed that subjects performed better with differing tolerance and model 

order values. Modeling methods should therefore consider the ideal parameters per subject, rather than the 

setting of a single parameter across the study. 

 Consider the use of alternative error calculation methods such as the zero-force/changing-force error method 

proposed in Section 4.4.3.3 Error Characterization. 
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7 Conclusions 
The results of this thesis are supportive that multiple degrees of freedom of proportional control information are 

available from the surface EMG of the forearm, at least in intact subjects. EMG-based estimation of finger forces yield 

low force errors, with many trials exhibiting tracking of each of the four fingers. 

An EMG amplitude sampling frequency of 4.096 Hz was found to produce models which allowed for good EMG 

amplitude estimates.  Although a higher frequency (20.48 Hz) produced the lowest mean error and distribution of error, 

visual inspection indicated nosier overall estimation which would be impractical in control implementations. In addition, 

the median error was not distinguishable between sampling rates. 

Least squares regularization with a pseudo-inverse tolerance of 0.055 resulted in significant improvement in modeling 

results, for an average error of 4.69% MVC-6.59% MVC across the four fingers. Increasing polynomial order was not 

found to significantly improve modeling results, thus linear models appear to be satisfactory for this work.  When 

considering smaller electrode arrays, results remained fairly good with as few as six electrodes, with the  average %MVC 

error ranging from 5.13%-7.01% across the four fingers.  The average %MVC error was lower for nine electrodes 

compared to ten, which identifies a potential cost tradeoff for commercial implementation.  

Across all modeling efforts (varying pseudo-inverse tolerance, model order), the EMG-force estimates for the pinky and 

ring finger produced superior results (4.69 ±2% and 5.27 ± 1.5%, respectively) and demonstrated excellent tracking.  

Force estimates of the index and middle finger produced higher errors (6.59 ± 1% and 6.17 ±1.2%, respectively) and 

consistently tracked poorly.  In practical implementations it is likely more desirable to have better performance in the 

index finger than the pinky and thus the model should be optimized based on finger prioritization.  

This work identified important limitations to the current study design.  The current design actuates fingers individually, 

however this biases the results when analyzing performance. The majority of the data (~75%) analyzed for each finger is 

during a “rest” time where the fingers are assumed to be producing zero force.  The signal of interest occurs when the 

finger is exerting a changing force (~25% of the signal).   The current design optimized the entire model (including the 

time of rest) rather than just the changing force.  Methods such as actuation of multiple fingers during tracking trials, a 

change in baseline force for fingers not tracking, and new modeling methods are suggested for combatting this issue.  
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Appendix 2 Test Setup Validation 

A-2.1 Electrode Amplifier 
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A-2.2 Load Cell 
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A-2.3 Bridge Amplifier 
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A-2.4 NI PCI 6229 DAQ Channels 
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Appendix 3 Design Documentation 

A-3.1 Slowly Varying Force VI 
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A-3.2 Force Calibration VI 
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Appendix 4 Clinical Documents 

A-4.1 Informed Consent  
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A-4.2 SOP-001 Procedure for Conducting an Informed Consent with a Potential 

Subject 
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A-4.3 Subject Questionnaire 
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A-4.4 Source Document for Clinical Procedures 
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Appendix 5 Study Demographics 
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Appendix 6 Tolerance and Model Order Model Comparison Tables 

 
Index Finger 

 
Model Order (D) 

Tol 1 2 3 

0.005 8.25 ± 9.1% 9.31 ± 13.1% 12.39 ± 33.6% 

0.01 8.18 ± 8.7% 8.95 ± 13.5% 9.04 ± 15.6% 

0.015 7.37 ± 4.7% 7.88 ± 8.0% 6.93 ± 1.9% 

0.02 6.83 ± 2.1% 7.06 ± 4.4% 7.21 ± 3.3% 

0.025 6.56 ± 1.5% 6.71 ± 1.6% 7.21 ± 2.9% 

0.03 6.52 ± 1.3% 6.46 ± 1.1% 6.82 ± 1.2% 

0.035 6.62 ± 1.2% 6.44 ± 1.0% 6.52 ± 0.6% 

0.04 6.64 ± 1.1% 6.54 ± 1.1% 6.49 ± 0.7% 

0.045 6.61 ± 1.1% 6.48 ± 0.8% 6.48 ± 0.7% 

0.05 6.48 ± 1.0% 6.49 ± 0.7% 6.33 ± 0.6% 

0.055 6.59 ± 1.0% 6.56 ± 0.7% 6.60 ± 1.3% 

0.06 6.62 ± 1.0% 6.45 ± 0.6% 6.65 ± 1.3% 

0.065 6.72 ± 1.0% 6.44 ± 0.7% 6.65 ± 1.3% 

0.07 6.45 ± 0.8% 6.47 ± 0.6% 6.55 ± 1.2% 

0.075 6.38 ± 0.6% 6.43 ± 0.5% 6.58 ± 1.2% 

0.08 6.37 ± 0.5% 6.46 ± 0.5% 6.59 ± 1.2% 

0.085 6.43 ± 0.5% 6.41 ± 0.4% 6.61 ± 1.2% 

0.09 6.36 ± 0.5% 6.37 ± 0.4% 6.55 ± 1.2% 

0.095 6.32 ± 0.5% 6.36 ± 0.4% 6.51 ± 1.2% 

0.1 6.32 ± 0.5% 6.35 ± 0.4% 6.37 ± 0.4% 

MIDDLE Middle Finger 

 
Model Order (D) 

Tol 1 2 3 

0.005 6.83 ± 2.4% 7.06 ± 2.3% 11.94 ± 32.9% 

0.01 7.53 ± 4.5% 6.82 ± 2.3% 7.57 ± 5.2% 

0.015 7.66 ± 6.3% 6.94 ± 3.4% 8.36 ± 9.6% 

0.02 6.80 ± 2.1% 6.84 ± 2.7% 7.11 ± 3.7% 

0.025 6.44 ± 1.7% 6.91 ± 2.8% 6.94 ± 3.1% 

0.03 6.39 ± 1.5% 6.80 ± 2.8% 7.01 ± 3.8% 

0.035 6.24 ± 1.4% 6.63 ± 2.3% 6.70 ± 3.7% 

0.04 6.28 ± 1.4% 6.53 ± 2.3% 6.69 ± 3.3% 

0.045 6.32 ± 1.4% 6.62 ± 2.9% 6.68 ± 3.3% 

0.05 6.20 ± 1.2% 6.70 ± 2.9% 6.96 ± 4.4% 

0.055 6.17 ± 1.2% 6.30 ± 1.3% 6.38 ± 1.3% 

0.06 6.20 ± 1.2% 6.27 ± 1.2% 6.53 ± 1.2% 

0.065 6.22 ± 1.1% 6.18 ± 1.2% 6.53 ± 1.2% 

0.07 6.15 ± 1.1% 6.26 ± 1.0% 6.46 ± 1.2% 

0.075 6.15 ± 1.1% 6.27 ± 1.0% 6.31 ± 0.9% 

0.08 6.13 ± 1.1% 6.25 ± 1.0% 6.30 ± 0.9% 

0.085 6.22 ± 1.0% 6.17 ± 0.9% 6.27 ± 1.0% 

0.09 6.22 ± 1.0% 6.19 ± 0.9% 6.27 ± 0.9% 

0.095 6.19 ± 1.0% 6.20 ± 0.9% 6.26 ± 0.9% 

0.1 6.19 ± 1.0% 6.21 ± 0.9% 6.25 ± 0.9% 
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 Ring Finger 

 
Model Order (D) 

Tol 1 2 3 

0.005 5.91 ± 3.5% 6.06 ± 3.6% 10.18 ± 30.1% 

0.01 6.87 ± 8.7% 7.20 ± 10.5% 7.60 ± 13.9% 

0.015 6.92 ± 9.4% 8.19 ± 16.3% 8.58 ± 19.2% 

0.02 5.64 ± 2.1% 7.72 ± 14.0% 7.09 ± 9.1% 

0.025 5.55 ± 1.9% 5.52 ± 2.1% 6.21 ± 5.5% 

0.03 5.39 ± 1.7% 5.22 ± 1.9% 5.42 ± 2.2% 

0.035 5.30 ± 1.6% 5.22 ± 1.8% 5.44 ± 2.2% 

0.04 5.29 ± 1.7% 5.23 ± 1.9% 5.43 ± 2.2% 

0.045 5.30 ± 1.7% 5.25 ± 2.0% 5.50 ± 2.3% 

0.05 5.30 ± 1.7% 5.28 ± 2.1% 5.61 ± 2.5% 

0.055 5.27 ± 1.5% 5.18 ± 1.9% 5.40 ± 2.0% 

0.06 5.25 ± 1.5% 5.18 ± 1.9% 5.43 ± 2.0% 

0.065 5.16 ± 1.4% 5.20 ± 1.8% 5.43 ± 2.0% 

0.07 5.21 ± 1.2% 5.35 ± 1.7% 5.52 ± 1.9% 

0.075 5.23 ± 1.1% 5.14 ± 1.0% 5.33 ± 1.1% 

0.08 5.24 ± 1.1% 5.16 ± 1.0% 5.33 ± 1.0% 

0.085 5.34 ± 1.0% 5.23 ± 1.1% 5.35 ± 1.0% 

0.09 5.46 ± 1.0% 5.32 ± 1.0% 5.36 ± 0.9% 

0.095 5.52 ± 1.0% 5.41 ± 1.0% 5.41 ± 0.9% 

0.1 5.52 ± 1.0% 5.43 ± 1.0% 5.51 ± 1.0% 

 

 

Pinky Finger 

 
Model Order (D) 

Tol 1 2 3 

0.005 5.58 ± 4.8% 5.80 ± 5.7% 7.34 ± 14.5% 

0.01 5.96 ± 7.1% 6.28 ± 9.7% 6.72 ± 11.9% 

0.015 5.69 ± 5.4% 6.51 ± 11.1% 6.25 ± 10.0% 

0.02 5.00 ± 2.3% 6.53 ± 11.2% 6.04 ± 7.9% 

0.025 4.95 ± 2.2% 4.83 ± 2.1% 5.14 ± 3.1% 

0.03 4.84 ± 2.2% 4.75 ± 2.1% 4.80 ± 2.3% 

0.035 4.90 ± 2.4% 4.75 ± 2.1% 4.75 ± 2.1% 

0.04 4.84 ± 2.3% 4.70 ± 1.9% 4.80 ± 2.1% 

0.045 4.86 ± 2.3% 4.75 ± 2.2% 4.80 ± 2.0% 

0.05 4.69 ± 2.0% 4.75 ± 2.1% 4.79 ± 2.1% 

0.055 4.69 ± 2.0% 4.60 ± 1.8% 4.69 ± 1.9% 

0.06 4.71 ± 2.0% 4.62 ± 1.8% 4.63 ± 1.8% 

0.065 4.69 ± 2.0% 4.62 ± 1.7% 4.66 ± 1.8% 

0.07 4.48 ± 1.5% 4.63 ± 1.7% 4.61 ± 1.6% 

0.075 4.50 ± 1.5% 4.54 ± 1.5% 4.58 ± 1.5% 

0.08 4.51 ± 1.5% 4.58 ± 1.5% 4.58 ± 1.5% 

0.085 4.54 ± 1.5% 4.60 ± 1.4% 4.59 ± 1.5% 

0.09 4.55 ± 1.5% 4.64 ± 1.5% 4.63 ± 1.5% 

0.095 4.56 ± 1.5% 4.65 ± 1.5% 4.75 ± 1.5% 

0.1 4.56 ± 1.5% 4.73 ± 1.5% 4.88 ± 1.6% 
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